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PADUCA_H DAILY
Standard, Est. April, Ms.
Register, Est. May, 1896-. PA,DUCA.H, KY., THURSDAt MORNIN
"SCOTTY'S" Rectify Matters
WILD RIDE
MINER FROM DEATH VALLEY
BROKE RECORDS FOR
TRAVELING.
CELEBRATION AT THE FINISH
Champagne and Whisky Were Free
To Everyone in the Hotel
Bridal Suite.
DOUBTLESS SOMEONE TAM-
PERS WITH PRIVATE.
FIRE ALARMS.
Manager Elmore Showed That His
Office Force Was Not to Blame
For False Alarms.
Manager J. D. Elmore, of the Wes-
JULY 13. 1905.
Powers' Cell Conference Work , Wetly Married
1
DECLARED TO BE UNSAFE
AND WILL BE EXAMINED
BY OFFICIALS.
Helmbold's Conduct Monday is Part-
ly Explained—In Anger He
Overstepped Rights.
Ci flat' July I2.—Another sen-tern Union Teelgraph office, and satio , was sfprung today in connec-Chief James Woods of the city fire tion with the incarceeation of Calebdepartment, yesterday held a tsepfer- te powers, by order of Judge Cochrane,
enee regarding the complaint of the ;of Oa eastern district (federal) court,
chief that a number of false fire in jail at Newport, Ky. This secondalarms have been sent in to the de- I sensation was the statement that thepartments through the fire alarm ser-Iceli of Powers was unsafe and that
vice the telegraph company main- 
, his escape at any time in two min-tains between its office down on 1 „t„ was possible. It is thought thatSCOTT'S DOG WAS WITH HIM Broadway near Second streilt, and the statement was given out to Pee/-the mills and factories around the 
.udice the case of Powers and also to
. city that are connected with the ser- lessen the gravity of the offenses of
vice. Mayor Helenbold and his under-Manager Elmore showed conclus- ietoppe„ when they endeavored toively that the trouble was not wide moist
 
the placing of Powers in thishis office force, as no ' alarms haste, stele cell when be was brought herebeen sent into the fire department Monday evening from Georgetown.
unless turned into the .telegraph of- The Sato-tient is genecallo_ discredit-fice by somebody at the different ed,'Ine an investigation is likely to
mills using the service, therefore the follow.
,blame falls on the factory ataches Or The cases of Mayor Helintsold andsome culprit, and Mr. Elmore in- others for interfering with the plac-tends making a thorough investiga- ing of cowers- in a cell of the jailtion of same for the purpose of rem-
edying matters. 
when delivered to the jailer at New-
port is apt to prove much more se-Last Saturday an alarm of fire ri011
was turned in from the Hirant Mr" 
theyS 10 these men than perhaps
Plant through the telegraph euervice, Unit 
dre•aaned of. On the order ofe
and the department had a long run, 
ed States Judge Cochrane. who
to find on arriving at the •rritil near wState, District Atorney Tinsky, at
'TEMPERANCE QUESTION UP
 
 0
FOR SPIRITED DEBATE
Chicago, July Ia.—With every car
blackened by a delirious, record-
breaking run from Los Angeles to
Chicago, the Walter Scott special on
the Santa Fe railroad arrived here
at 11:54 a. m. yesterday, having beat-
en all previous records by hours as
well as bettering the special train's
own exacting scheckile.
Consisting of a baggage car, diner
and private living car, the train, which
left Los Angeles at t p. mu. Sunday,
came into the Polk-street station
yesterday at almost' top s-peed, hav-
ing made the rim, 2,244 1-2 miles, in
44 hours and 54 minutes.
'Phis is a trifle over twelve hours
faster than the time of the regularSanta Fe Limited; it is three how, the Union depot, that there was no
and four minutes faster than the blaze. Nobody knew anything
original contract called for (Whkh
was forty-eight hours), and beats
even the later whednie of forty-five
hours by six minutes.
other Quick Trips.
The beet previous time for this run
was made by the Peacock special in
1900 in a "race against death," but
the record of this train, by the per-
formance Consummated today, is
beaten by seven hours and fifty-five
minutes. .Extraordinary . time was
made eastward of Dodge City, Ku.,
where the train arrived thirty-five
minutes hite erst night at 9731 o'clock.
But. a good roadbed, clear track and
expert work by the engineer and fire-
man not only enabled Scott to re-
gain his lest time, but to beat his
closest and most hopeful calculation
by six minutes.
The train was in excellent condi-
tion when it arrived, save for the
coating of dust and grime. The crew
was similing and happy, although
showing traces of the strain they had
undergone.
Elinenating stops or "dead" time,
Which aggregated 59 minutes, the
special made the run in 43 hours and
55 minters, or an average for the
entire distance of 2,244 1-2 miles, of
51.1 miles per how n The fastest time
of the run W104 made between Chili-
cothe and Coal City, IR., a distance
of seventy-one mile", which was cov-
ered at the rate of 65 1-2 miles an
hour.
Who Scott Is.
Vilalter Jeott is a Death Valley
miner Wi recently struck it rich,
has been doing 4th best to make
things lively in Los Angeles and is
out to break any records that can be
broken. When the train was about
to leave he said:
"Nothing but an earthquake or a
wreck will beat me on this trip.
want all freights thrown into the
ditch (stil I go by. I won't have a
wheel turning while I'm around. I
am going to ride on the engine in
my undershirt to whoop 'ern up."
When Scott made his apaggrance
here he wait leading a dog, aliTthere-by hangs a tale Scott saw a friend
and said. "Bill, I want a dog. Not
one with a pedigree, not one that
knows anyone; I want a homeless,
hungry cur that /has not had a squiare
meal for a week, and does not know
where he is going to get the next
one/'
That was the dog.
Scott's stay in Chicago is indefi-
nite. He may be here another hour
or a year. He doesn't lmow itimself
whet 'he will do.
about the alarm being flashed in,
and Manager Elmore iv of the opin-
ion that mischevious boys turned in
s-arne, and is baying the matter inves-
tigated and promises to do all in his
power to prevent repetition of the
practice. The lowest fine for convic-
tion is $ao and if the guilty person
can be found be will be prosecuted
vigorously as the trouble occasioned
is quite serious to all concerned
There is a little glass window that
tsas to be broken in the telegraph
company's fire Osten boxes before
the hook can be pulled and an Owen
turd in. This., gloss in the Blow
alarm "-ex was broken and proved
conclusive "hat the alarm had been
turned in.
The Chief and commissioner have
urged Manager Elmore to trace down
the case so a, to avoid any repetition
of the trouble
Parasites Hovered Around.
Cranks and parasites by the scorehovered arremd the young spender
from the time he arrived until he
went to bed. The door of his ele-gant suite was open to all with no
queuticms asked; champagne and
whisky were as free as 'water, andthe smiling host welcomed alb to thedrink
-laden tabks and silken easy
chair's.
There was a procession to his
suite, the finest in the Great North-
ern. on the corner of the third floor,
all through the afternoon.
Makes a Record.
"Scotty" certainly established a
-
•
Maysville, additional affidavits were
sworn out before United States Com-
missioner George Leonard, charging
Hetrobold, Flynn and Ratican with
contempt of -court Flynn and Rat-
ican are the men who guarded the
cell according to Helrnbold's order
and who pushed Powers out of it
after the federal officers had pushed
him into it
'Mayor Hekobold was esterday
somewhat sorry for what hae! occur-
red, at least so far as Powe•s was
concerned. He said that he bore no
ill-feeling toward the prisoneo but
that he thought the cell tins de for
im. Fleeick-e, he said, the -age is
in the 'women's department a'd prep-
arations were on #- • ne prig-
tiers &to; po shun over in the com-
mon cells with tile Hs order
to tear the fitteigs from the was
issued in anger a Ploeger, se4 I turn-
ed upon him stelte.-le after an ami-
cable talk. Plaeger and he are po-
litical enemies.
SHOT TO DEATH ON TRAIN. Ptoeger says that Helmbold over-
stepped his authority in issuing anyKentucky Justice is Meted Out To sort of an arroer or offering adviceA Negro in Mississippi. concerning tio jail and that he flew
into a towering rage when told so.Jack-on, Miss., July 12.—Pavid Neither Ploeger nor any of the oth-Collins, a negro, who was convicted ere will my who knot:Sect Helenbold'sof attempted criminal assault on teeth out '
Nils, Hogg at a special term of the The danger of further trouble. otherCopiab county court, and sentenced than court proceedings, seems overto ten years in the penitentiary, was now, at least for a few dare but thekilled by MV. Dickey, a brother-fn trials eney prove spicy.law of Ars Hogg, on 'his way to The trials are set for tomorrow.prison. The %fling occurred at Crys-
tal Springs. 'Mr. Dickey boarded the
train at Hazbehurst, and When it stop-
ped at Crystal Springs walked calmlyinto the coach where Travelieg Ser-
geant Dodds was sitting with the
prisoner, and drawing his pistol, fired
three shost into the negrok body.
Death was instantaneous Dickey
surrendered, expressing satisfaction
with What he had done. He consid-
ered the negro deserved death from
his attempted assault.
A special term of the state circuit
court was convened today to try Col-
lins for attempted criminal =sank.
The getncl jury was organized, re-
turned an indictment, to which Col-
lins pleaded guilty, and he was sen-
tenced to the full limit of the isw,
ten years. Collins was started for
the penitentiary, all proceedings oc-
o-terring within six hours.
The killing of Coffins is similar to,the staying of the negro Lon Bens*by Chester Crawford at Norma
Ky., law Friday. Beard was a
ed of assaulting Mks. Crawford and
was being taken to Shelbyville
world's record. He had been without
sleep, toned on a flying train for
two days, and nights, but be drank
wife all comers. He drank cham-
pagne with his wife and a select par-
ty of friends in an inner bedroom,
and came forth often enotoOtto nev-
er miss a round of whisky vvittt the
motley crowd that crowded the par-
lor of his suite. 'A dozen bellboys
rushed liquor to the place without
ceasing for eight hours.
"Scotty" insisted upon ,serving ev-
ery round of drinks from the treys
with his own hands, shouting a toast
and the warning that "any man
caught dousing his drink will be
thrown out of the window."
Moe Stott, a plump and jolly lit-
tle "omen in black, stayed close to
her thitoband at the hotel. ,
SLICK PARSON.
;MISS KATHARINE SANDERS
AND W. lit'CABE MARRIED
YESTERDAY. I YESTERDAY.
Today Delegates Will be Chosen Ceremony Performed at Benton,
From District for The Annual From Whence They Leave ThisGeniagence. Morning for New Orleans.
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NICE STATE
OF AFFAIRS
BEER SELLING AND FIGHTING
GOING ON ON STREET
CARS.
The Trolley Ride of Last Evening Is
A delightfully surprising bit of in- About the Last the DarkiesThe conferesee for the Paducahditriet Methodist ceurches got down . formation to hosts of friends is that . Will Have of the IV.nd.
to business yesterday and a very in-
teresting session is being held, Rev.
J. H. Roberts presiing,-Ah Mr. A.
W. Watts, of Lovelaceville as secre-
tary.
Yesterday morning Rev. Brasefild
preached a strong sermon, while in
the afternoon the committee made its
report upon the subject 'pf "Temper-
ance' 'end for two hours strong dli,--
cussions and speeches were made on
the subject. The committee on tem-
perance brought in its report, which
was in harmony with the supreme
court's decision that no man had the
inherent right to sell intoxicating li-
quors. During the debates the con-
ference accorded the especial privi-
lege to Dr. J. D. Smith of 'this city
to make a talk on the matter and his
speech was filled with timely re-
marks and suggestions, he having
made a life study of the temperance
question.
'Daring the day the church and so-
cial questions were disposed of.
This morning Rev. R. W. Newsom
of the Clinton circuit, will preach
and the discussions following will
he regarding the mission work of the
churches.
During today's session there will
also be taken up the matter of elect-
ing district delegates to the annual
conference that will be held at May-
field thio year.
Reports will be heard today from
the different ministers,' while there
will also be licensed to preach those
applicants desiring to enter the min-
istry, and who have already been ex-
amined by the proper committee and
recommended by the quarterly con-
ference.
Man Claiming to Be A Minister Got
Forged Check Cubed.
The Mayfield papers arriving yes-
terday said that two weeks ago a
stinger appeared at the First Nk-
tional barge there and got President
Hale to cash a $50 check by claiming
that he was a minister who came to
conduct a revival for Rev Moody at
the Blalock chapel in Mayfidet. The
check had the endorsement on it of
Rev. J. JT. Roberts, of Paducah, and
now it turns out to be a forgery all
mound, both endorsement and signa-ture to the check.
BLOOD FLOWS FN RUSSIA.
Troops Slay Strikers in Streets of
Warsaw.
ee. Wareaw, Russian Poland, July tz.—
'Three bloody encounters between thetroop' and striking shoemakers in
which about twenty persons were kill-
ed or wounded occurred yesterday.The strikers were marching throughthe city from home to 'house demand-ing the lowering of rents by zo per
cent. Many proprietors out of fear
complied with the demands of the
strikers.
CHILD DIED.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Smith, of Ar-
cadia, Lose Little Girl.
This morning shortly after 12
o'clock the 22
-months
-old daughter ofMr. and Mrs. Edward Smith died attheir home in t 
-adia &test an illness
with malarial fever. They reside justbeyond the Major Moss homestead.The funeral arrangements have notyet been made.
,Another's Wife
MR. J. N. DENNY HERE LOOK-
ING FOR JIM FAITHLESS
DAUGHTER,
Mrs. Jeff Briney Eloped With Tom
Haws Near Cunningham, in Car-
lisle County.
!yesterday afternoon at 3•45 o'clock
;Mies Katharine Sanders and Mr. W.
NICCabe, of this city, were united in
I nsarriage at Benton, Ky. The youngcouple went about their preparations
with such quietness that the news
!was unlooked for by their wide circle
of friends.
The bride is the dashing and tal-
(nted young daughter of Judge and
Mrs. D. L. Sanders and for the past
week or two has beeti visiting with
her mother and sisters at Smithiand.
Tuesday Mr. McCabe went up andjoined 'her, and they then came to
this city yesterday morning on the
packet. and catching the t o'clock out-
going train over the N., C. & St. L.
railroad, went to Benton yesterday af-
ternoon, their abject in going there
being for a quiet ceremony. The
couple spent tat evening at that
place and go on this morning to New
Orleans and other Southern cities fer
their wedding trip. Returning they
come here to make their home.
Always very popular and of an ex-
ceedingly attractive and endearing
disposition the cultured young bride
is held in high esteem 'by everybody
who wish the couple much ihappiness
in their marital career.
The groom is the train dispatcher
for the Illinois Central railroad and
came to this city last year erten Ful-
ton, where he was connected with
the company. He is a very efficient
and valued attache, thought highly of
by the authorities, who consider him
one of their most expert risen in this
important and responsible piece. Per-
sonally he is of a very genial and so-
cial disposition and well liked by the
numerous friends he has made dur-
ing his reoidence here.
The practice of running away with
other people's wives seems to have
become contagious in this section of
the state, as another circumstance of
this nature came to the surface yes-
terday when Mr. J. N. Denny, of near
Cunningham, Ky., Catne 10 this 01IY
and enlisted the services of Detectives
Moore and Baker to help in. the hunt
for his daughter, Mrs. Jeff Briery,
who ran away during May with Tom
Hawes.
Mi Denny is quite an aged gentle-
man and his daughter resided be-
tweeti two and three miles from runs
ninghern with eer husband and family.
On the adjoining farm resided young
Haws who is a single nn of about
thirty-five year* of age, which is
about the same number of years at-
tained by Mrs. Briney. The wife be-
came infatuated with her neighbor
and their love became so deep they
deoided they could not live one with-
oust the other so the wife slipped away
and joining HaWs they doped and
have since been gone.
Mr. Dennz states that the lase
heard of them they were at Union
City Term., but cannot be located in
that virinity at present.
He came here yesterday and got
the detectives to take up the pursuit,
and in prosecuting this the authorities
are now sending oust descrip.i0111 cards
tc the police of surrounding cities,
giving a full outline of the personnel
of the two in hopes of capturing them.
The cards order that the couple be
arrested and held cep the charge of
a d u beery. if interce pted.
It-VAN only last week that the de-
tectives, located for T. N. Beard, of
Eliot, his recreant wife who had
eloped with her boarder, Jim Frizzell.
They were found at East Prairie, Me.
aid are now servirrg fines imposed
for adultery.
IS SLAIN BY A HUNTER.
Ogdensburg, N. Y., July 12.—Philip
Peterneile, eight year,, old. of Denby,
has been mistaken for game in the
fetes* near Denby by a hunter and
family shot. The boy was in the
woods gathering berries, and it is sup
prised that a hunter, thinking hi-nn a
deer, fired
KING EDWARD'S GRANDSON.
London, July to—The Princees of
Wales was safely delivered of a son
this morning.
RAILS AT UNITED STATES.
Russian Newspaper Arouse. Preju-
dice Against America.
Petersburg, July 12.—M. Vete
darn, a writer on the staff of the No-
me Vremya, is publishing a series of
articles piling abuse on the United
States attempting to show that the
United States is Russia's real enemy,
that Japan is her puppet and that a
great mistake was made when Rus-
sia agreed to the peace negotiations
taking place in Washington, "where
the American government can pull
the string.".
The articles display gross ignor-
ance of many ebernentary facts and
the Novoe Vrenrya does not endorse
them editorially. Nevertheless, it is
pointed out that such publications un-
fortunately are creating a false im-
pression of the United States' role.
REPRESENTATIVE ASSEMBLY
Will Be Summoned in the Kremlin by
the Czar on the itith.
St. Petersburg, July 12.—The Slovo
positively announces that the emperor
will travel to Moscow, where on Wed
nesday, the 19th into., he will issue a
proclamation summoning the repre-
sentetives of the people to the Iseins-
ky palace, Kremlin. Some of the offi-
cials of the court already have gone
to Moscow to make preparations for
the event.
FOR CONSPIRACY TO PAD.
Philadelphia, July I2.—Philip Vel-
verd1 and Edward H. Wood, ward
committeemen, convicted of conspi-
racy to pad the assessor's list in the
thirtieth division of the First ward,
were yesterday sentenced by Judge
Carr to nine months' imprisonment,
and to pay a fine of $1,000. Their
counsel itipeediately obtained a writ
of supersedeas from the superior
court and the men were released on
$3,000 bail until argument on the
writ is heard next October.
PRANK RESULTED IN DEATH.
Jackson. Ky., July 12—Luther Day,
who was aocidentally ehot While with
a picnic party at Camp Christy Sun-
day. died here MOnday night. He
and a young man named Bales were
pnanking with thew pistols), when one
of them was discharged, the ball tak-
ing effect in Day's abdomen.
•
The remits of the investigation in-
to the leaks of information from the
department of agriculture on the cien-
dition of crops have been placed in
the hands of the department of jus-
tice. This is 'believed to have been
done at the suggestion of the presi-
dent.
It is More than probable that the
colored people of the city have given
their last trolley ride over the town
upon the street cars, unless they
change their conduct in connection
therewith. Last evening they gave
one of these outings and the police
,had to be .sumuzioned to compel or-
der to be kept upon the cars while
passing through the streets. The
worst feature was-that a regular bar-
room had been fitted up on the rear
end of one of the two open siursrne-
cars used, and there beer was dis-
pensed with a frequency that get
many on board in a boisterous con-
dition. To cap the climax one negro
man knocked a negress cold at Sixth
and Broadway, cutting her painfully
over the temple.
The colored people had gotten two
of the open cars and attaching them,
piled on to the number of about zoo,
and carried their string band along
with them. On the end of one of the
cars was stacked a supply of beer
which was dispensed through the cars
by colored boys with filled baskets.
All we;re partaking freely of the bev-
erage, an* while the cars stopped at
Sixth and- Broadway for a few mo-
ments the negro woman and man had
their trouble. It 'seems they had fall-
en out about somethinir and right in
front of the Catholic church while on
the sidewalk the man hit the woman
with a pair of braes knocks or cut
her with a knife.' Anyhow she went
to the !sidewalk like a fallen ox and
her bead hit the concrete walk with
force sufficient to render her tiocont
scions. An artery was severed in her
temple and blood flowed freely, dy-
ing a crimson red the shirtwaist she
wore. The man teethed off tip the
street towards Seventh street and es-
caped in the darkness. The woman
would not tell her name, neither
would the several women and men
who remained with her after the cars
putted out. She cooks for a well-
known Broadway merchant and
those with her called her Lena. She
was taken to the office of Dr. Robert
Sory and there had her wnundi
(keeled, and was then sent home in
a cab.
Officer, ,Toarnoin and Rogers and
Detective Moore learned of the con-
duct going on and waiting for the
ear to return from a run out Trimble
street, met it at Sixth and Broadway
and boarded same. They 
_informed
the negroes that all woutd be run in
if their boisterous conduct and ca-
rousing was not stopped. They al-
so disc'o'vered that beer was being
.sold on the ears and reported thefacts to Captain Wood. who will lay
the matter before ChierJarnee Col-line today and the them sifted out.
as no one Inc /license to set, beer in
street cars.
Tt wav about as diegmeefid an af-
fair ae ever hareried in the city of
Paducah, and'the authorities will not
countenance anything further like it,beeatiee if It ie attempted again.
Wholesale arrests will be tirade, andthe car company compelled tip desistfrom renting its tare for such Pitt-poses. While going therstigb the
streets the Inuit and boisterous talk-ing and singing carousal Was heardfor blocks, meth to the rnortist of all
romeetable neerple, inelading many ofthe best dirties.
The officers will today find outWho was selliwg the beer and also
who hit the woman and make arrests.The colored women with the iniured
negreol know who the guilty man is,but 'will not tell now
Je;
Drunkenness. mit •
Joe Booker, white, Wag arrested in.last night by Officers Jolt rrcnn and tas.Rogers on the charge of being drunk. L
Thieving Stepson.
Yesterday morning on awakeningCharles Jefferson, colored, of Tenth
and Boyd streets, found Ms stepson, 1Louis Jefferson, a 15-year-old lad,had entered his room the night be-fore and stole $3.75. The step-father
notified the police and Officers Sen-
eer and Hill caught the lad at the
Union depot ae he was preparing to
leave for St. Louie, where hic Own
father resides. He was turned over
to his seep-Aather, who refused to
prosecute him.
—Contnactor Charles Smedley yes-
terday completed the brick work on
the residence Mr. San riders' Fowler is
erecting in Arcadia.
—There is no change in the caulk-
ers' strike.
S
L •
dt
. Sat On By Board
CONTRACTORS CANNOT TEAR
UP MORE BLOCKS OF
THIRD STREET.
Board of Works Wants to Widen
Fill on Broadway Form Foun-
tain Avenue Westward.
At yesterday afternoon's meeting'
of the board of public works 
the
members ordered that Contractors
Thomas Bridges & Sons be not 
per-
mitted to tear up more than hoe
blocks on South Third street at one
time, in carrying forward the recon-
struction 'work of that thoroughfare.
At present that number 'of blocks bag
been about graded, and one block
finished so for as regards tbe con-
crete foundation for the brick street,
but despite this the contractors want
peimission to go ahead and tear up
additional blocksi, notwithstanding
they have not placed any of the brick
on those five closed to traffic. The
board positively refused to grant
them the permission, which means
the contractors will have to corn,-
rnence paving the five already torn
up and carry the work forward with
only that number of blocks excavated
• at any one time. The board is of
the opinion that the contractors are
coming along very slowly without
cause, with the work, and will not
It them tear up more streets until
they complete sonic of those already
excavated. The contractors actually
wanted permission to tear up ten
111111 blocks 
at once so that the public
Could not use it, but this was not
stood for by the members of the
board. Since the Third street work
has been taken in large quantities of
that thoroughfare, and carried over
to South Fourth street and deposited
in the hollow running from a short
distance beyond Norton on Fourth,
up to Elizabeth street. By putting
the gravel there a fill will be made
and the street brought up to a com-
mon level with all other public high-
wdys in' the city. As no gravel is
now coming off Third street on ac-
count of the contractors having
about graded the five Mocks allqw
them to tear up at once. Street in-
spector Alonzo Elliott was ordered
to take his force of men that has
been working on Fourth, and the
street roller, and commence rollling
the different bad streets around
town and put diem in good condi-
tion. A street mentioned yesterday
In particular need of improvement by
being torn up and re-rolled is South
Ninth from Kentucky avenue towards
Clark street. and other thoroughfares
of that vicinity.
(sae
W. F. Paxton has bought the slag
and stack on the yard of the iron
furnace at Third and Norton streets
and desires !Wiling it to the city for
ao cents a yard, to let same be used
for repairing-the public streets. To
try the material the board decided to
buy enough to improve one black of
street, and then if it pewee satisfac-
tory, probabilities are more will be
purchased. It has been used on the
atreets heretofore, and gave very lit-
tle satisfaction, it not having the same
cementing quality as exists in gravel,
and which hardens and adheres in
moll a manner as to keep it compact
and good for travel.
The contracts for the board of
works to eigns in conjunction with
the Southern Bitulithic company,
have been completed and were be-
fore the board yesterday, but have
not been signed. They are for the re-
construction of Kentucky avenue
from First to Ninth, Jefferson from
Second to Ninth, and Sixth, Seventh
and Ninth streets from the avenue
to Jefferson street, with bitunthic
and brick, and aloe) with storm wa-
ter sewers,. Mr. George Ingram, the
president of that company, is expect-
ed here today to sign the contracts
on behalf of his company, while the
board of works signs them for the
muincipality.
The members, of the board are ad-
vodating the question of widening
the fill along Broadway from Foun-
tain avenue to Major Jas. H. Ash-
craft's hoose, about aoo feet beyond
towards Arcadia. The fill at present
.is very narrow, in fact much more
So than the abutting street with
which it connects at each end. The
board wants it ,widened about 15 feet
and will urge that the first dirt and
gravel taken from Jefferson street
and Kentucky avenue, when those
thoroughfares are reconstructed, be
toed in widening the fill, which bad-
ly needs it.
Report was oxide at the meeting
that there was progressing nicely the
work of putting down drain pipes
eking Fountain avenue from Broad,-
way to Monroe street, and then out
Jefferson to the creek crossing un-
derneath the street car track beyond
Judge Ligthtfoods residence This
sewerage is to drain off the se-face
water left by heavy rainfall's in the
gutters alongside the street, where it
now ocetenitiates in profuse quanti-
ties.
The estimates for Contractor Ha/t-
• ry Baldwin'a concrete sidewalks
along Broadway from Fifth to Ninth
have been made out, showing how
mach each *tutting property owner
owe, for the work done in front of
thew respective property. When the
contrOctor files with the boaol his
bond • goaranteeiing to maintain the
sidewalks for a period of five years,
and keep them in ordetft repair, the
estimates will be turned. over to him
for coltlection from Abe property
fiiie Entered
JUSTICE BARBER I MPOSED A
FINE YESTERDAY FOR
TRESPAr.a
Hannah Davidson, Negress, Tried to
Run Things but Quieted Down
When Jail Looked Near.
In the court of ' Justice Richard
Barber yesterday William Davis, col-
ored, was fined $5 for trespass leo go-
ing onto the place of Mri.'Mary Tool,
of Rowlandtown, and stealing some
aoples. Davis was first charged with
petty larceny, but yesterday morning
this charge was reduced to trespass
and a fine of $5 adessed. The pro-
ceeding is quite a peculiar one as no
justice his got a right to fine for tres
pass because in cases of that charac-
ter she magisterial court acts only in
the capacity of an 'examining court
and has no authority ` in addition to
Folding the accused to the grand jury'
of the circuit court.
Wants New Trial.
Hannah Davidson, tregress, was
fined $5 and costs in the court of Jus-
tice Jesse Young yesterday on the
charge of threatenityg Mrs. Lucy
Young by claiming she intended harm
ing the other. The neg-ress was about
the worst the justice ever had to hate-
dle in his gourt and he came near
sending her to jail for contempt of
court, as she tried to run things dur-
ing the trial. Finally she was made
to understand that no more foolish-
ness would go, and at that she quiet-
ed down. Her lawyer then asked for
a new trial and Justice Young will
hear the application this afternoon
and pass upon same.
JAPS OCCUPY CAPE .NOTORO.
Two Cruisers and Four Torpedo
Boats Effected the Capture.
Tokio, July 12.—The navy depart-
ment has received athe Sollowing re-
port from Adminal Kataoka:
TWO cruisers. ansi four torpedo
left Karasakorsic in July to
with soldiers on board for othe pur-
pose of landing and occupying Cape
Notoro.
After some bombardment the place
was taken. The lighthouse and build-
ings were left undestroyel
Four prisoners were taken.
Cape N,otoro is the most southerly
point of Sakhalin Island on La Pe-
rouse straits, directly facing Cape
Soya on the Japanese coast. It com-
mands the straits.
owners. He has sent his bond away
for approval by the surety company,
and Seattle wild shortly come back.
It was ordered that a street cor-
ner arc lied be placed at Fifth and
Jefferson atreets. for benefit of the
residents, that intersection being one
of the darkest in the city after night-
fall.
Th board at last took decided ac-
tion regarding having Contractor Ed
Terrell repair the brick streets he
laid on Fourth, Fifth and Third from
Jefferson to Kentucky avenue, and
North Second from Broadway to
Jefferson street. the city legislative
boards have been trying to get the
board of works to have repaired the
irony bad and rough places existing
in these briek streets, but without
avail. Now, though, the public works
body yesterday ordered that it the
contractor did not repair the bad
plates within the next five days, that
the city would do the work and
charge same up to Terrell. in lots
of places. Terrell has just taken out
the brick, threw in a little sand and
dirt underneath some and then re-
p/weed the brick. This repairing
lasts aboto ais long as a snowball in
• mimee time.
Member John Rinkleff. of the
board, was ordered to look into the
liability of the city to repair the
bridge crossing the hollow leading
lout towards Kat
terjohn's brickyard
i off South Eleventh street. The bridge
is in had condition and should be
fixed, hut the impression prevails that
,it is. private property, and does not
diehong to the city, which cannot
;maintain anything but what is for the
public and belongs to the public.
I City Engineer L. A. Washingtonwas; ordered to hurry and estimate
the probable cost of the new con-
crete culvert wanted where Cross
,creek CTORSes Caldwell street near
the Union depot. At present there is
!.2 culvert, but a new one is wanted,
land as Caldwell street war originally
extended through the hollow for the
;benefit of the Mini-So Central rail-
• so as to get to the new Union
depot, and also the street railway
Icompany, these two corporations
will be asked to beor a portion of
the expense of constructing the new
culvert. The Illinois Central railroad
has already sent word that it dill
,bear its share of the burden, while
the street railway company asks that
it be informed, what the improve-
ment will cost, before they make any
decision in the matter. To give them
the figure, so they can state what
they intend doing, the city engineer
was instructed to hurry up 'and fig-
;tire out the probable cost of the eon-
strnetion. His constant attention be-
ing engaged with the Third street,
Kentucley avenue and Jefferson street
recomitenctions plans heretofore 'has
kept him from making this estimate,
but now he tiasi not much to do, and
will compile the statement* right
away. •
Unurl# Suit
FILED BY WILTON FINCH
AGAINST' DRAU HAN'S
SCHOOL,
Claims,He Was Expelled Because He
Did His Bookkeeping Work
At Boarding House.
Wilson Finch, a student at Draug-
han's business college, will this morn-
ing file a novel suit in Judge Reed's
court agoinst Draughan's Practicai
Business College company.
He entered the college on June 24
last, and paid his matriculation fee,
and prosecuted the regular course in
the bookkeeping deportment up till
july to, when he was refused instruc-
tion. By his suit he will by mantke-
tory injunction proceedings seek to
compel the college company ao vein-
state him as a student and give him
instructions.
The trouble between young Finch
and the college seems to be a rule
which the college attempts to ,eroftirce
to require its students to do ll the
bookkeeping work at the college,
labile the young man's means are very
limited God he has persisted in work-
ing on his book: as, his boarding
house, and, for this, violation of the
rule of the college be seems to have
been expelled, while the young man
contends that he was not apprised of
lny such rule at the time he entered
the college, and besides if there is
such a rule it is unreasonable and un-
just and not binding, but enforced for
the purpose of keeping students in
college for a longer period, thereby
materially increase the costs of com-
pleting a course. The case will come
up for trial before Judge Reed Friday
morning. Oliver, Oliver Sr McGregor
represent Finch.
Got Heavy Dose
JULIAN MORGAN AND GEORGE
GARVEY FINED filo°
EACH.
Joe Thomas and Emma Smith, Both
Colored, Were Fined $5 Each for
Kissing in Public.
In the police court yesterday morn-
ing Judge Sanders fined Julian Mor-
gan and George Garvey $too and
costs each, and then put them under
Soo bond to keep the peace towards
everybody for a period of twelve
months. The two men are the union
caulkers who assaulted Foreman Alex
McCarty, Sr., and his nephew, Alex
McCarty, Jr., as the two latter were
!cooing the marine ways last Friday
at noon en route home to their:din-
ner. The McCartys continued work-
ing at the ways notwithstanding the
caulkers are out on a strike. This
angered Morgan and Garvey who lay
it. wait for the two others and jump-
ing them, tried to best them. Alex
McCarty, Sr, got his, arm cut to the
bone and the bone fractured by a rock
thrown by Garvey, while McCarty,
Jr., turned in and beat Morgan', head
nearly off. Being unable to pay the
fine both went to jail.
As yet there is no change in the
caulker& strike.
Robert Boswell, the comelier side-
walk contractor, was given a contin-
uance until next Saturday of the case
charging him with leaving materbal
piled out on the dark street along
Broadway betoween Eleventh and
Twelfth streets, without putting a
danger signal out after nightfall to
warn people of the presence of the
dangerous obstruction.
-Frank Potts was fined Si and costs
for being drunk.
Joe Thomas and Emma Smith, col-
ored, were fined $5 cash for hugging
and kis,sing out in public.
A TRIUMPH FOR KENTUCKY.
Presented Banner at National Chris-
tian Endeavor Convention.
Washington, D C, July 12.—kpen-
tucky came out with flying colors .at
the national convention of Christian
Endeavortoo at Baltimore last night.
In the midst of a great dernonstro-
tion the Endeavorers from Kentucy
were presented a beautiful silk ban-
ner of exquisite workmanship and
many delicate shades and lines in
recognition of the fact that the gain
in membership in Kentucky since
November, 1902, has been more than
TO per cent. The actual gain was
tt 1-2 per cent., and- the number of
new local societies formed was sixty-
one. The Licking Volley society, of
Louisville, also received a handsome
pennant for having 'Made more than
to per cent, gain since dune 1, Igo.
CHINESE ARE DETERMINED.
Initi3t They Have Some Rights in
The Peace Conference.
Pekin, July 12.—The Chinese gov
eminent recently notified the Russian,
Japanese and also the other legations
that China would refuse to recognise
any arrangements made at the ap-
proaching peace conference in the
United States regarding Chinese in-
terests, unless China was consulted
in the matter.
The Japanese r died politely, but
plainly intimating hat the notifica-
tion 'received fen China asottl'd in
nowise affect the plan of action
adopted by Japan.
No reploohas v been
fnOM Russia.
received
1.
Elks Elected
GRAND OFFICERS YESTERDAY
AT THE BUFFALO.
GATHERING.
--
 -
Mangum Lodge of Odd Fellows In-
stalls Officers This Evening—
Other Orders Meet.
Yesterday at the grand lodge meet-
ing of Elks at Buffalo, New York,
Robert W. Brown, of Louisville, WSCs
elected grand exalted ruler; C. F.
Tomlinson, of Winston, North Caro-
lina, leading knight; Charles Kauf-
man, of Hoboken, New York, loyal
knight; Edward McLaughlin, of Bos-
ton, lecturing knight; Fred C. Robin-
son, of Dubuquo Iowa, secretary;
Fred K. Tenor, of Cirarierci,
treasurer.
Mr. Harry G. John-ton, of this city,
is attending the grand lodge as the
l'aduoih lodge representative.
Mangum Lodge.
Tonight at the meeting of Mangum
lodge of Odd Fellows at the Frater-
nity building, there will be installed
the newly elected officers chosen two
oeeks ago, but who could not be ins
oucted into office last Thursday be-
cause Vire Grand Gus Singleton was
at Louisville being operated upon for
mastoidsonomy, and Secretary Harry
Judd was at Dawson for his health,
and not here to make out the semi-
annual report necessary before the
new officers take charge.
trugleside Lodge.
Ingleside lodge will meet tomorrow
evening at the Fraternity, building, ie
its first session with the new corps
of offi ucted into their respec
five p ons last Friday.
Men.
The Red Men meet tomorrow night
in weekly session at their North
Fourth street hall
FRANCE HAPPY AT OUTCOME
Of the Negotiations Affecting the
Moroccon Problem.
Paris, July 12.—PirTilITT ROUV1111
submitted to Chamber of Deputies
the notes exchanged between him
and Prince Von Radolin, constituting
the Franco-German agreement rela-
tive to Moso-co. Great interest at-
tached to the statement. owing to the
feeling that the agreement had avert-
ed a situation recently involving the
posisibilities of war.
M. Rouvier followed the reading of
the note , with a detailed explanation
of the negotiations. He declared that
the understanding now reached be
haven Germany and France was
formed urn the essential principles,
fully recognizing the special inter-
ests of France. He added: "The
accord thin realized leave, intact
the arrangements France had pre-
viously concluded with other powers.
At no moment of the negotiations
did the discussion turn upon the An-
gin-French agreement of the Franco-
Spanish adreemend The declara-
tions made in the notes and the
formal assurances from the represen-
tatives of the German government
permit me to affirm that Germany
does not questiorrodur accords with
Great Britain and Spain. How could
it be otherwise, since it is evident
drat the accords between two powers
Ire not matters for discussion with
a third power. The chandier can
felicitate toolf on the happy result
of the negotiation. between France
and Germany. thanks to the sincere
efforts of both governments."
M. Weider's statement was rap-
turotsidy apphtuded on both kidee of
the chamber. •
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
Portland. Ore., July 12.—The
Western Nredical asi;ociation com-
menced a five &ye' convention in
Porslanct yesterday. Speakers of na-
tionkt prominence in the medical
field are on the program for speech-
es-
The American Medical Editors' as-
sociation, an auxiliary to the Ameri-
can Medical association, also began
its annual session today. Addresses
will be mode by prominent editors
and physicians.
George Stacy, innpreilla repairer at
ao8 Kentucky civetroe. Old phone 1300.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers
too North Fifth. Both Phones loss.
liesioasses zo z Clay. Old oboes dip
Dr. L. 1). Sanders,
Specials. on Mews@ d
EYE, EAR. MOSS ANT) THROA1
Eyes Tested. - - Glosses Fitted
Office Hours :II a. m. to 4 p.
Tniehesrt Building, Rear Office.
Paducsh. - - - • Kentucks
McFadden. toe Photographer
still takes the load. Photography to
all its bestaty of style and finish a'
the wilier?) Broadway, Paducah ,IC3
TIIE GLOBEBANK Sz, TRUST 0
Of Padue-wh, Kentucky,
'Capital and Surplus $11515,0004
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES,
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays
per cent per annum on time eertifioaes of deposits.. Safety boxes in firs
proof vault for rent at $3 to por year as to tribe. You carry your owls
key and no one but yourself has ac cess.
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class job by an
expert iworkman? lUyoty do:: take
it to
John j. Blefch, leweler.
924 Broadway, - - Paducah, Ky,a
4.444.44-1-+++4-1-4-4-1-1-1-4*-1-074--O-1-+
J K. COULSON,
PLUMBING...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Pbooe 133. 529 Broadway.
4+4.44,44.444.4444+44444+444.444444+++++++++++t-i-1444-p"ii
sod'
Abram L. Weil /Se CC>
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, [Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 36g. ▪ Residence Phone 726
Paducah Transfer Company
(Ineor ponied.).
:General Cartage Business,
Superior, Facilities for
Handling Freight, Machinery
And Household:Goods.
Office
2nd:end:Monroe
Botte,'Phoneellig
RD. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Ask Your Grocer
For KEVIL'S
ARISTOCRAT FLOUR .
The Standard Flour of
The World,
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is new open under a new
maneeesnent, for guests at, the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best accommodations at reasonable rates
Price Bros. &
Dawson Spriags, Kentucky.
L. L. BEBOLJT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385—Residence 1694
GROUND TO PIECES.
Cincinnati, July 211.-12, :c l)ene-
mann, eight years of ago ws: run
down and instantly killed yesterday
morning by an east bound G. & O.
flying near her home in Newport.
Sine had been sent to a grocery near
tda and was eturning home when
failing to see the east bound train,
which is staid to have been running at
a 'high rate of speed, she was struck,
thrown under the wheels, her head
and mina severed, and 'her body
ground to pieces.
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Big Meeting
1°`•
THE NINTH ANNUAL CAMP
STARTED AT EDDYVILLE
YESTERDAY.
, Eddyville Now Supplied With Wa-
terworks, While They are Try-
ing. to Get Lights Also.
The big annual camp meeting at
Eddyville started yesterday morning
and will he attended by thousands,
like each summer. It will last this
year until July g3rd, which is one
week from next Sunday, and is un-
der Charge of Rev. Crow, the pastor
of the Methodist church at Eddyville,
who is being assisted by some out-
side ministers.
These camp meetings are the big-
gest things occurring in Western
Kentucky, as it is not =usual for
l0000 people to be there on Sunday,
as they come from hundreds of
*miles around, large delegations al-
ways going up from this city. The
meeting is being held in the tent
erected right beside .the Illinois Cen-
tral depot,. and there preaching is
held morning, afternoon and even-
ing. This is the ninth year the
meeting has been held.
Pushing Forward.
Eddy-vile is pu,thing forward from
S progressive municipal standpoint,
as the city now has a water system
that tarnishes the , residents with
their trupp:iea The branch perriten-
Cary there hos always had a water
plant inside same, and now arrange-
ments have been made whereby pip-
ing is extended from the prison down
into the city and the service furnish-
ed everybody desiring it. The mu-
nicipality pays the state for the
privilege of using the system.
Now there is on foot a movement
to get electric lights clown in the
'town from the lighting plant in the
prison. The citizens want street cor-
ner arcs, and also service for incan-
descent lighting inside their homes
and stores*. it is believed that this
will be accomplithed as the peniten-
tiary plant is plenty large to furnish
the outside patronage.
Assienee Sale
TO SELL GRACE STOCK AT
RETAIL OR WHOLE-
SALE.
Marriage License Issued to C. B.
Warner, of Helena, Ark., and
May Kennedy, of Here.
Assignee James Campbell, Jr , of
the Henry S. Grace stock, was yes-
terday authorized by Judge Light-
foot in the county court, to sell the
-cigar and tobacco and pool room
stock either at retail or wholesale,
just as the assignee saw fit. Tay-
-kw 0. Fisher, Robert Moshe!! and
:Harry Rudolph were selected ap-
praisers to value the goods.
Licensed to Marry.
Chark-s B. Wiarner, aged 33, and
Vera May Kennedy, aged 22, were
licensed to marry. The groom is o
Helena, Ark, and this is his sec-
ond marriage, while the bride resides
here and this is her first venture.
Deeds Recorded.
Property lying on the Hinkleville
road near the cemetery, was sold by
E. W Whittemore to Mamie Poore
for $400, and the deed filed for re-
cord with the county clerk.
Reuben Rowland transfetred t
Samuel Adams for too, property in
Rowlansitown.
'Yoe' Darnall sold to R Holt forSitio, property in Mkplewood Ter-
race,
A CHILD'S NARROW ESCAPE
Run Over by a Train and Yet Escapes
Unhurt.
Ashland, Ky., July 12.—Ac 0. & B.
S tmin No. 36 neared Paintsville the
crew were startled to see a littte two-
year
-old child sitting quietly between
two ties, ahnost touching the rails. It
was impolsible to stop the train un-
til the engine and one car passed over
the' little one. The trainmen wont
back with sorrowing hearts to pick
up the remains, but found the child
unhurt and laughing over her thrill-
ing experience. She was so small that
the cylinder and steps passed over
without touching her head. The baby
belonged. to Mrs, Belle Ciotti, whose
husband. Lewis Castle, Was killed a
few months ago by a log crushing
Jim
A Bacon's
Pm Stores
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
goods. &oyes, masks, balls, bats
etc, etc.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.:
7th
B. 1. LlifilliTFCX12.
—LAWYER—
Rooms aj and aiL Fraternity arde
Will practoo ourts of Ky
and
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones 695.—Rooma 203 and acia
Fraternity Building.
7. B. harrison,
City Attorney.
Attorney-at-Law.
Room Is and it Columbia BPdg.
Old Phone log.
G. q.
ATTORNEY
tog T-s North
Commercial
Business
DIUGUIDI
-AT-LAW.
F.ourth Street, UpsUivi
and Co-operative
a Specialty.
ALE4N-W. BARKLEY
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. s. ColemLis Ma
phones
7
RUBBER.
Horse
sit,
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILVING.
Both phones 88 at the office, both
aao at residence. Office hours
to g a. m.; x to 3 Q. 11L: 7 to g p. in.
—When
BUGGIES,
-Shoeing,
Kentucky
in Want of—
TIRES REPAIRING
CARRIAGES,
General Blacksmith.
ing Call on
J. V. GRI(r.
ave.—TeL
ETC.
Moe
916-red
Dry
WOOD.
Hickory
$1.25 per
delivered .prompt-
cash. Telephone
old phone.
Bell illti
Stove
wagon
Som.
Wood,
load
ly tor
442,
E. 'E.
Office phone 331, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
I
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 2o4-6 Fraternity Building.
ELT.
OFFICE
Residence
Rivers, M.
'20 NORTH FIFTH
TELBPHaNEff
ag6 Offiee
D.
au
J. K. Headrick, J. G. Miller
HENDRICK & MILLER
LAWYERS
Rooms i, a and 3 Register Build-
lag, 523 1-2 BrOlICIIVIly.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 3z.
DEALT bandLJ Orchestra
Plume i36-Red.
an°
Paducah
Mattress Co.
For First-clam Upholstering, Mattress
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture os
short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
erg to aig South Third St
& Jackson Sts. phone 23)..
& Clay Sts. phone g& J. C. Flositany.
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Limes to, it and is,, Colts:WM
Paducah. 
-
• . Rentusity
Cecil Reed
Very UR Rates
Announced, Via
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Extrerne/y bow rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway front
points on its fines for the following
special occaskma:
Athens, Ga.—Summer school, June
27,—July 28, 1905.
Tenn.—Stammer school,
Jane 20--Jtsfy 28, NOS.
Monte**, Tenn.—Monte.ale Bible
Training schook bay 3—Aug. ro, t9o5
Montesole, Tesuro—Woinan's con-
gress, Aug. 1905.
Nashville, Tenn.—Peabody cone,
attmener schools, Vanderbilt Biblical
ineVtute. June ht—Aug: 9, 1905-
Oxkord, Miss—Summer school,
University of Mississippi, June 14—
Aug. 9, 1905.
Richmond, Va National
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.--6ucnner school
for teachers, June 16—Joke 28, 1905.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the poblic. Ticketz will be good to
these points irons all statioes on the
Southern railway. Detailed informa-
tion can be had upon applicstion to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway UT agents of connecting linos
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wash-
ington, D. C
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. At.,
Loaisnike, Ky.
G B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A., St.
Louis, Rio.
•
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want !rout clothes Maned,
dged or repaired, lake them to K. C.
R0•41, 320 Stnids Third street. I hare
the nicest list of samples for tints
in the city. Sults made to order.
Louis Clark, the Soy* Second
Brest grooms, is sok sweat for Sat-
es Creek easitarimrs bookie floods of
many veracities. Moot palatable sod
Paducah Undertaking
Oompeuiy.
S. P. POOL, Illoweeer '
cY WARICIR Amt.
pen bonds Third Bereat.
Reeldessee over awe.
Both Phones 'so —Prices Reaseaabb
NOTIeEt-.
Highest price Id for second
-.id
aii3t0\242.S 0.12(.14
FtlitrZitare.
Buy anything and sell everything
1•16-220 C01111 1St Olo plume 
-.310
Clem Fransioli,
Ciarifts Greek Confectionary and
Pro* Store has a Ilse Lone of Frans,
Alildes. Oranges and Bananas. The
Cheapeet pies. hi Paducah. go4
E. H. PURVEAR,
ATTORNIT-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Recistot
pg a-a Bredway, Padueas,
New Phone ego.
Spoilt:he:
Aboeracting oi titles,
Piresranos, Corporation aad
Real &maw Law.
"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
Crittenden Springs
..HOTEL...
•
NEAR MARION, KY.
too Room Hotel—High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE' PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS,
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISH IN
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
PACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOT,li FOR TILE OLD
AND TPIE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office Hearst 8 to rs a. mo a to 3
p. m. and 7 to g p. in.
Office 2nd Floor Fraternity Building.
Moving wagon in connection.
• 
-.••••• -
The Svir /beam Laundry si Light,
eamoeseded by ail R ILO have the,,
work done by them, otatest, cleaneo
wed best.
Coo to Langstaff-% o it P•Itg.
'oti want anything -lade of wood.
ley C111 maise it for on. Get yr] c
on Sidinn Laths an hautlea
No Heat Now
to cause the fresh paiert==rr.
Palming done now will stay painted4 we do tie week.
Worren & Son, to, North Sixth
Phone 541-A.
A. S. D.ABNEY.
--DENTIST—
True ts.rt .4` og
For perfection ono .., smoke
lEfit Dream tee
Subscribe for the Register.
4
•
•
OUR
PITTSBURG
COAL
Is the cheapest on the
market. We also have
the best Kentucky Coal
in Paducah. Get our pri-
ces before placing your
....order....
49- 416
Pittsburg Coal Co.
4.40-4,44.444.4s*t
The Most Comp!ete Rubber Tire Plant
In The City.
THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON. WE HAVE THE MOST COM-PLETE LINE IN THE CITY. OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT ISRUNNING NIGHT AND DAY, LET US RE-RUBBER YOURWHEELS WITH THE BEST GRADE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICES. WEALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS, SADDLES, BRI-DLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE AND MULEJEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTS ANDSPRING
-WAGONS
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSESTOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.SALES ROOMS NO. 212 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE NO.MEYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE NO. 2, THIRD AND MONROE.
JOHN G. REHKOPF BuGGY00.
41.
EDGAR W. 'WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
rIALAICAN RflikLBSTA r IPOSTERN KJINTUCKYPARlas, my, I lip tolemiessee rivery 
PAYMEN? LOTS 
. 
Icill‘TruitZd"„EViTit /(371ALfD P.41-1.1:11 UST and return.
4-0A-bMi-i4bi+b-biti.4004•81
5toarnBoats
sherei4-44114-91S+1111+ 4114-4M -1-1W +VW+
Excursions
St. Louis aid Tenessee River Pack-,
et oompany—the cheapest and lest
excursion out of Padncala
q w. wabirrrwilostir... Pisarkawaii. ets•
--MN=
HEATING
Hot Water - Steam
I Lave the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
wane plant in your store or borne so why not let me make
you an estimate on Meat it will cost to have it done in the right
way. Material and worimaanallifp guaranteed first class.
ED. D. HANNAN.
S. W. Arnold
The seal estate agents, has 11/7502tis
worth of city property for sale and
thirty-fore fermi: also three safes.
Nooses for rent
Telephst2a, old, .4415.
likintaribe Per The Register.
Henry Memento jr., the relokui,
book manufacturer, Blank Rook,.
Job and Edition binding. The only
e.xclosive book bindef in Paducah
Library work a apadaky.
$8.00 for the Round
It is a trip of pleasure, coattail
and rest; good .service, good table;
good rooms, etc rkmits leave each
Illbdassclay and Satanday at 5 p. in.
Poe other isiformattioa apply to Jas.
Eaurr, Saperinteridest; Frank I..
Driven, .w-ettt.
DR W. C. EUBANKS,
(eiceneepiohist.)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone 120.
Residence, Sig Broadway.
Phone
_
J. W. Orr is nosy every day watt-
ling no his many elastomers. His
*MI* as constantly ',rowing and he
losenettly deserving to it. Third
The Ilscaar Store, yato Broadway, is
mailbag Special Sale prioes on Ladies'
Utiderwear. The ladles of Paducen
will do wen to take, advantage of it
At the head of the class, E
Dream toe Clew.
•
•
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if Mr. Root takes on the Istirrnian
eanal matiegunent as a part of his
duties as secretary of state and also
begins to reorganize the diplomatic
-service with a free hand, as it is under
stood he has a carte blank from the
president to do, just watch how he
mill boom for the presidential nomina
bon on the next republican ticked.
1111r. Root is considerable of a states-
man, it is but just too say, but he
come S" irons a state. where politicians
are born as well ,,as mack, and be
Is not going to become sectary of
the state, at the sacrifice be is alleged
to have made as a practitioner at law,
without having something abont t
size of President Roosevelt's mantle
h mind if not in hand. This is the
I44riting on the wall, and it is conspic-
siously virid, too.
Neither Thos. W. Laws00 of Bos-
ton, nor lKilliarn Travers Jerome. of
—New York City, who recently went
west to enlighten the natives on the
crimes of the land, particularly the
Standard Oil company and such
things as Sunday closing laws, did
more than burn considerable wind
without setting atrything on fire or
disturbing the meal calmness of the
west. Lawson, 'however, won favor
because of the fact that he has been
able to show how st feller can hate
another when he cannot push the
other just to his notion, and Jerome
has lost caste because he, as he did
in Kansa.. City, declares Sunday laws
as ridiculous and senseless, a (kola-
nttion the good people of the west
won't accept as a fact.
Former Foreign Minister Deleasse,
oi France, has jab-bed another thorn
into the ribs of Germany. He is out
in a statement that France and Eng-
land should form an talliantie and says
that if this is done the two countries
won's} be in contrlig of the sea, of the
world throegii the strength of their
joint navies. lie goes further and
point., a sit at what disadvantage such
an s'".atice would leave Germany, and
herein lies the severity of his jabs.
The former minister is dearly getting
back at Germany for the rather deli-
cate position in which that country
put him and his country over the de-
mand for a conference on the Monoc-
n question.
It appears, and the idea is growing
in popular belief, that Rods is to suc-
ceed Taft as the favorite of President
Roosevelt as his successor to the
.prowidency. 'Daft, it is clear, was rap-
idly becoming toes "big" to suit the
president and though he could not
turn him down, as he should' have
done and doubtless would like to
have done in the Wallace "roast g"
case, he found a sosseessor for him
his choice for the presidency, and th
selection Mao made quickly kti00. Taft
• .
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•
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when he returns from the Philippines,
where he 'has gone "juisketing," will
find that he somehow let a bird loose
when he turned frit.= playing states-
man to doing the "roasting" art.
Washington unofficial reports say
that when M. Root begins to recon-
struct the secretary; of state depart-
that he will "root" Mr. Loomis,
of Loomis-Bowen notoriety, out of
office. The administration has already
reflected upon itself in retaining-Locm
is in place after the row with Bowen,
and Mr. Root will do well to bounce
hn at the earliest day. Loomis is
a good subject on which to issue the
order to "g'o way back and sit down."
  _ •
The increased assessments in the
statt promise to redound to the ben-
efit of the public schools at least.
State Auditor Hager's estimate of the
resources of the school fund for the
fiscal year/ ending June 30, 1906, is
$242o,879.80. It is thought on this
showing the per capita will be fixed at
more than $3 for the year.
Says the Sit. Louis Republican:
"The new super-high explosive is call-
ed Dunnite. Why not drop the 'e?"
Because the uninformed might pro-
nounce the word dun-nit and that
would be misleading just when what
the "blasted" stuff had really "awn"
would have been a plenty. See?
It is an "old saying" that if it rains
on the first of a month that it will
rain fifteen times during the month.
Is rained on the first of this mouth
aliki is has rained taknost fifteen days
this month. After the 15th. perhaps
the wet weather will dry up.
To Grand Jury
PEOPLE'S COMPANY MATTER
TO BB TAKEN UP BY
THAT BODY.
Judge Reed During Vacation is Try-
ing Suit to Set Amide Sale of
Land—Hessig Property.
Commonwealth's Attorney John G.
Lovett returned yesterday to Benton
after spending a day or two here con-
tinuing his investigation into the
People's Home Purchasing company.
Before departing the consmonweaith
attorney stated that no more war-
rants would be issued now in the
matter. as he had decided to leave
everything stand nest like it is and
mrbmit the entire matter to the grand
jury when the September term of the
criminal court is convened here by
Judge Reed.
Me Lovett' is of the opinion that
no charges can be made against any
other officers outside of Mr. Bor-
deaux, but of course this is only sur-
mise, and cannot be accurately stat-
ed until the bottom is sifted to. Mr.
Henry Hand is going over the
hooks of the company examining
them for the ireceivers, and thinks it
will take a week or two to complete
the work.
Set Aside Sale.
During vacation Judge Reed yes-
terday took up the snit .of W. J.
Noles against Mollie and Levy Bry-
an, wherein the plaintiff seeks to set
aside the wale of property by the
master commissioner. The case is
from Marshall county, and before de-
ciding same the judge will receive
some additional pleadings.
Sell Betel( Property.
The trustees of the H. T. lIessig
bankruptcy case have filed with
Bankrupt Referee E. W. Bagby a pe-
tition asking permission to sell the
real estate owned by the bankrupt's
estate, consisting of five houses near
Ninth and Jones. and one at Eighth
and Jackson.
During a recent outbreak at Labau,
Russia. when 23 sailor were con-
demned to death and were stood up
to be shot the soldiers Owned upon
the'eMfrcers standing near and shot a
dozen. Other troops were called to
the scene and in the conflict which'
followed thirty soldiers were 'kiJlert
before order was restored
Rsxiney B. Swift. formerly bead of
the experimental' depantment of the
McCormick 'branch of. tite Interna-
tional Harvester company, Tuesday
filed suit against the latter concern
in Chicago, in Which he alleges that
it collected' tit-inking of doWars in re-
bates from various railroads.
Would Assure
Peace of World
DELCASSE SAYS FRANCE AND
ENGLAND SHOULD FORM
AN ALLIANCE.
CONTROL OF SEA CERTAIN.
Germany Would Stand No Chance,
Declares the Former French
Premier.
MOROCCAN CONFERENCE BAD.
Paris, July 12.—Former Foreign
Minister Delcasse, in the course ,of an
interview published by the Gaulois
today upon the British and French
naval amenities at Brest, was induced
to discuss his general policy relative
to Great Britain and Germany. He
said:
"The policy of nations nowadays is
not based on sentiment or antipathy,
but upon their material interevos. As
between Germany and Great Britain,
our commercial policy shows where
our interests lie. Great Britain is
our best purchaser, while Geravsny
buys almost nothing of us and tries
to sell us all she can. Moreover, it is
evident that we could not have open
irritating controversies with Great
Britain 'which might precipitate ass
armed struggle, for Great Britton
holds indisputably the empire of the
seas. 
.
"For every warship we build she
builds four or five. It is theerfore
v.ell to accept these manifest facts
and consider the value which British
co-operation would give us in cerinain
eventualities. The great intrinsic
value of such co-operation would be
the virtual impossibility in which it
would place Germany' of making war
upon us."
I M Delcasse was asked if he con-
sidered the recent menaces in connec-
tion with Morocco as being serious.
He replied: "Not ag all. In cast of
war, Great Britain would be 'surely
with us against Germany, and then
what would the. infant Beet of Ger-
many amount to? What would be-
come of her ports.? Of her corninerce?
Of her merchant marine? It would
mean annihilation. That is the real
significance of the present exCliange
of visits of the British and French
squadrons. An understanding between
these two powers and a coalition of
their navies would create a naval war
machine so powerful that neither Ger
many new any other power would risk
conclusions upon the .sea It is the
sea which it is neeestary Sr command
today, as the war in the far East has
conclusively demonstrated."
Continuing M. Dele-asse discussed
the probable effect' of his policy if it
had been pursued. "The Anglo-French..
cordial understanding," he said, "was
an achievement toward a definite un-
derstanding between Rus-ia and Great
Britain, and this farther understand-
ing woubd have been the work of the
French minister for -foreign- affairs.
The success of such a task would
have strengthened our influence in
British councils and assured for a
long time the peace of the world."
In conclusion M. Delca,se was ask-
ed for his opinion of France's accept-
ing ts conference in Morocco', to which
he gave the following textual re-
sponse: "To go to a conference is a
mistake--and such a mistake."
CLEANING UP THE COUNTRY.
Sixty Korean Bandits Executed at
Orders of the Japanese.
San Francisco. July 12.—A story of
wholesale execution at the little vil-
lage of Taiku, a hundred miles in-
land from Fusan, Korea, has been
brought to San Franclsco by the Rev.
B. F. McFarland, a missionary who
came home on the steamer Korea. In
kse than a week sixty nitn, charged
with being bandits and cut-throats,
were hanged by order of the Japanese
government. A party of Korean sol-
diers v. ere the executioner-.
-For. many months a band of out-
laws had been robbing and mierdoei-
ing in the country surrounding Tai-
kti. The situation 
-became s 'Otis
that the Japanese instructed ex-
ternyinatioh of the offend • The
commission Was' intrusted t de-
tachment of Korean 7warrio who
caught the men and hanged
NOT Es—
'•Crhers were eleven deaths in Pitts-
burg Tuesday from heat pmtnatinns.
The severity of -the weather is un-
ustial
 Anna
SEBALL
TODAY
PADUCAH VS VINCENNES
Admission—General, asc; Grand Stand, 35c; Box seats, 6oc.
Seats on Sale at Smith & Nagel's.
Game Called at 3:30 p. in
"^SeniSeVeliSfiteress liasescirstrISSflitilliallta&MANIORIMISMidetratffintiltratOSSAMOSOSS
IDAY'S SPECIAL
THIS SET OF 7 PIECES ONLY 49c
Beginning Friday morning at 9 o'clock we will sell
this handsome Glass Water Set, consisting of large
Pitcher and Six Tumblers, for
49 CENTS
This is a beautiful set, very large and heavy, colonial: shape, and
could not be bought regular for less than $1.25. No orders taken
by phone, none reserved. Don't miss this opportunity.
RHODES-BUItFORD CO.
SALES ROOM 112-14-116 N. FOURTH ST. WARE ROOM 405-407 JEFFERSON ST.
Picnic Today
WILL BE GIVEN BY PRIMARY
DEPARTMENIT OF BROA13-
WAY CHURCH.
Newell Society Entertains With Lawn
Social Next Tuesday— Willing
Workers Meet Today.
This morning at 9 o'clock the pri-
mary department of the Broadway
Methodist Sunday school will meet at
the church and. go to Waliaoe park
for their basket picnic. They will
spend the dlsy there, retufning this
afternoon.
Lawn Social.
Next Tuesday evening the Newell
society of the Broadway Methodist
church will serve ices and cake on the
lawn a, Mrs. William Eade's residence
930 Jefferson street. Everybody is
cordially invited to attend.
Preacher Moved.
Rev, B. W. Bat2s and wife, of the
Tetrth street Chill/Ian church, have
changed their res enoe. They have
been with Mr. arrd Mrs.-J. K. Borodu-•
rant, Of Sixth and Harrison streets,
but are now with Mrs. Oamphell, of
a
Willing Workers Meet.
The Willing Workers' society of
the Evringelical church will meet with
re. Robert Arnold this afternoon at
1'335 Sots% Third street.
Sixth and Washington streets, at the
old Byng hointesteid.
W. C. T. 'U. Meets.
This afternoon at 3 o'clock the W.
C. T. U. mete at the 'rehire robin
of the First Christian church
Women's Committee.
Thia afternoon at 4 o'clock the
women's cionernittee of the Y. M. C.
A. meets at the building to transact
importhint buslriess before them.
C. B. Hatfield
INI****m.••••.••••••
IS WRITING INSURANCE FOR
THE NORTHWESTERN MU-
TUAL LIFE OR MILWAUKEE.
HE SOLIC.ITS YOUR BUSINESS.
YOU WILL DO WELL -0 raZ
HIM. ROOM 12, ,TRW ;MART
BUILDING. OLD PHOI. 7. OF-
FICE, am RESIDENCE, 316.
For Sixty Days
We will make you prices on Watch-
es, Clocks, Jewelry, Silver Ware, Dia-
monds, and guarantee to save you 30
per cent,
/Rogers A .x. Teaspoons, regular
$1.5o grade, 75c a arga. Engraving free.
Rogers' knives and Forks at 8245,
a set.
A Waltham or Elgin jewel move-
ment, 20 year case, $8.50. Many.
other bargalas.
Don't forget the place. Yellow front
31'Broadway. r •
Twenty Years' Experience.
Eye See Jewelry .and Optical Co,
31r BROADWAY,
J• A. KONETZKA, Jeweler and
OPliCien•
All new goods. See us beforeyou
buy.
Do yeas rase let your tee*? .A
dean mouth andi;good .teeth ere ate:.
essary to health. Paducah Dental
Parlors examine you- teetb free.
ad
pn
7:11111D'•
ft;
%retell-
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•egulsr
g free.
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move-
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B uhan non lh• 4Won Both Games Taylor, ci •  • 2
Perry, iss. •  4
Potts, 2b.  4
Land, C.  4
Decker, rf.  3
Piatt, p.  2
INDIANS LITBRALLY SCALPED
RAY'S BUNCH OF INFANTS
YESTERDAY.
---
HopkInsville Won Two Games And
Vincennes Split Victories—
Game Today.
How They Stand.
W. L. Pct.
Paducah  48 23 .676
Vincennes  41 28 .596
Princeton  35 36 .492
Cairo  33 37 463
Hopkinsvilk 27 41 .397
,Hentieston  25 45. .356
Yesterday's Results.
_ (First Games.)
Paducah 7, Princeton o.
Vincennes 4, Cairo 3.
Hopkinsville 7. Henderson
(Second Games,)
Paducah 4, Princeton o.
Cairo 5, Vincennes 4_
Hopkinsvilk 6, Henderson 4.
Two for Indians.
The Indians captured both games
yesterday afternoon, the first game
being taken on hard biting.
To the credit of the Indians it
must be said that they put up error-
less games, not a eingle bobble be-
ing marked against them
Wiley Piatt twirled bath games
foe the Indians and did remarkable
work, allowing but eight.bits in the
two games.
Al Manager Lloyd .411 scaliest
away owing to the beatit of his
tnother-in4asv. Decker, a local play-
er. was in Iris place in rigfit field.
Decker rovered himmetf with 
-glory.
His playing in the field was a fea-
ture of the games
The official surmnary of the first
'game follows:
Princeton, • at, r bh po a
McNalara, cf.
Sniffs, ills •  
4 0 0 2 0
3 0 0 5 2
Taafe. farf  4 0 1 1 o
Ik.feGig..,
11,  
4 0 3 o
• Bell. 4 co 0 2 2
nowniig, c. 3 0 3 T
Wagner, 1 b.  3 0 1 7 t
Kipp, Its  30030
Aker*, ti  3 0 0 1 I
6
0
2
0
0
0
Totale, ... 31 o 4 24 12 3
Padoexh,  abr bh po a e
14kClaip, lf  5021 o
Gilligan, it) 
  ç T 1 7 o co
Four Cents a Pound
SEAL YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE 1215.
laiell•011aa,aaaelatelaiaaaaalpaalsaasailliallaa
Diarrhoea
and
Dysentery
And similar summer bowel dis-
orders demand prompt atten-
tion. Such attacks should he
checked as soon as possible.
HENRY'S
DIARRHOEA
CORDIAL
Quickly stops diarrhoea, dysera
thy, summer complaint and
bloody flux. Relieves cramps
and cholera morbus. A very
efficient remedy for all summer
bowel disturbances.
J. G. Ochlschlaegfr
BriggIst
Sixth aid Broadway
Totals, 
Innings,
Prinictod'
I I
O 0
O 2
O 2
I I
2 I
6 0
0
2
2
2
II
2
0
0
0
1
33 7 10 27 5
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9--r
'ci o o o osn o 0-0 4
Fiatuicah oo 2o o 3 x---7 ro
Earned runs, Paducah 4. Three base
hits, ,Bohannon. Stolen bases, Per-
ry 2, Land, Decker 3. Sacrifice bit,
Taylor. Double plays, McGill to
Smith. Left on biases, Princeton, 4,
Paducah 4- Passed balls, Land.
Struck out, by Akers 3, by Piatt ir.
Bases on balls, off Akers 4, off Piatt
i. Time of ganae, 1:30.
Umpire— Ec k stone .
The official summary of the second
game follows:
Princeton, ab c bh po a e
Mt Namara, cf. 4 0 1 1 o o
Smith, 2b.  4 o o 2 3 I
'Mak, cf. ... 4 0 0 0 0 0
McGill, If.  4 0 I 1 0 0
Bell, 99.  3 o o I I o
Downing, c.  300 700
Wagner, Ib.  3 o o 11 o o
Kipp, ab.  3 o o 3 co
Rosaen, p.  3 1 o 2 0
3
Totals,  31 0` 4 24 9 I
Paducah, ab r ash po a e
McClain, If.  2 o
Gilligan, lb. 11 0
Bdhannon, yb 2 2
Taylor, cf. 
4
3
4
3
Perry, as.  2
Potts, alp  3
Land, c  3
Decker, rf.  3
Pratt. D. • 3
20
II
I 0
O r
o
O 0
O 0
O 0
O 2
6
3
4
2
0
2
Totals, - 23 4 4 27 11 0
Innings, 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9—r he
Princeton 00000000 o—o 4 1
Plathscalh 10000300 x-4 4 o
Two base hits, Taylor, Piatt Sto-
len bases, MleCiain, Gilligan 3. Sac-
rifice bit, Taylor. Left on bases.
Princeton 4, Paducah 3 . Hit by ball,
Gilligan. Struck out, by Rossen 5,
by Piatt 6 Bases' on balls, off Ros-
sen r. Time of game, 1:15.
IU napire—Le k-st one.
An Even Split.
Cairo. IN., July 12.—Today's dou-
ble header restated in an even split.
The Ara swim ika a kart on dumb
plays. The second game was won by
hard hitting its the eighth inning.
Lemon haelbsaikaispala broken by a
foul in lobe gifteMilifie and will be
able to phty no more this season.
Summary of first game:
TELEPHONE 63.
#L.44LbeiatkiL*410-4,r4tif4ki4Lii4ausosaa4a1
Vincennes 
Caiors 
Batteries—Witt and Lemon
Forney; Dowell and Harney.
Ste-fernery of second game:
4
3
he
8 4
and
6
the
Vincennes  4 9 4
Cairo   s it
Batteries-- ity and Forney;
v
 
1
Collins and whey.
Captibrald Roth.
Hopitinevilk, Ky.. July 12 —The
Hens lost both games here today by
being outhit. In the second game
Henderson bad the battle won, but
Brady hit a homer over the fence
and won. Summary of the first
game: r h e
Henderson  3 6• 3
 7 11 4
Batteries—Morgan and
mar and action.
Second game; • r as e
Hendereon  
• • 4 5 3
Hopkinsiville  6 13 5
/Batterleo—Kubitz and Clegg: Per-
due and Rutledge.
Clegg: Tto-
THRONE OF NORWAY
Offered to Son-in-Law of King
Edward of England.
London, July ra.—The Associated
Pres..; is in a position to confiem the
report that an offer of the Norweg-
ian throne has been made to King
Eilwarcr• son-in-law, Prince Charles.
of Denmark. "Dhe matter is still
consideration. It is understood
that King Edward and the 13rititsh
arrverninent are favorable to the pnto
jeer. but much depends on King Os-
car's attitude on the cubject. Con-
sonluttions are now going'on.
Prince Charles' mother was a
doubter of the late King of Sweden.
•
Coming Wedding:
MISS COHEN VID MR. JOSEPH
SIMON WILL MARY AT
NASHVILLE.
Many Enjoyed the Dance Given at
the Park Last Night by Dr. and
Mrs. J. R. Coleman.
Imitations huve been received here
announcing the approaching marriage
of Miss Bessie Cohen and Mr. Joseph
Simon, of Nashville, Tenn., at 8
o'clock the evening of Tuesday, July
18th, at the Gay street synagogue in
that city.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
Hyman Ocken ,of Nashville, vehile
the groom is the brother of Messrs.
Abe, Moses and Sam Simon and Mrs.
Simon Michelson, of this city, all of
whom will attend the wedding etre-
mopy.
Delightful Dance;
Many young people last evening
enjoyed the dance given at Wallace
pork pavibon by Dr. and MTS. J. R.
Coleman and Mases Fannie and Ret-
ie Coleman. It was complimentary to
Misses Dotter and Jones, of Prince-
ton, who are visiting them, and Miss
Luna McKinney, of Cadiz, who is
visiting Mrs. Roy McKinney, and
Miss Gertrude Chhplain, of Jackson-
ville, Fla., who is visiting Mis. Ethel
Brooks.
Birthday Affair,
On the rob a very eqjoyable gather
ing was held at the home of Mrs. M.
J. Hart, in the county, celebrating her
eighty-first birthday. The singing of
favorite hynms was a feature of the
day and also the dinner, served in pic
ric style, each one having brought a
well filled basket with all the good
things the inner man could desire.
Among those present, which included
grandchildren and greit-gransichildren
were Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Hart, the
former her only living child, Charlea
H. Hart and children Paul and May,
Mrs. G. B. Eine:me, Mr. and Mrs. C.
B. Whittemore, all of Paducah; Miss
Mlargaret Elmore, Mayfield, Ky.; J.
M. Martin, Grahamville; Mr. and.Mrs.
John W. Long and daughter Sudie,
Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Ghoulson, Misses
Lorena. Mintie and Elva& Ghoulson,
Mr. and Mrs. Mlay N. Trice and
.40zyughters Loretta and Naomi, Mr.
and Mrs. Warren Webb and sons No-
ble, Mob and Neville, Mr. and Mrs.
H. L. Ross and children. Roy, Horace
and Mildred, Mr. and Mrs. A. D.
Miles and Miss Pearl Miles, Mr. and
Mrs. Claia ,Rudolph, Mrs. Idia Urselt,
Mrs. Lou Lynn, Miss Annie Lynn
and Mrs. Laura Raged:0e. Should
the wi-hes of her many friends be
regarded she will live to see many
more birthdays.
Morning Entertainment.
This morning at their home, "The
Pines," Mrs. Joseph L. Friedman
will elated:sin at bridge whist, com-
plimentary to Miss Anna Webb, of
Washington, D. C., Mrs. Harrison
Watts, .of Charlotte, N. C. Mts.
Hicks, of Macon, Ga., Miss Mary
Kerr, of Clarksville, Tenn., and Mrs.
Charles T. Trueheart, of Louisville,
Ky.
Doctors' Picnic.
Yesterday the MeCrtirkcn Count's'
Medical society held its monthly meet
mg at Rouse's Grove neat Lone Oak,
and it was a most delightful gather-
ing, it being the first picnic outing
by that body, they talking their din-
ner baskets and wives and lIamilies
along with them. Dr. W. C. Gore
read a paper on "Neurasthenic Arabia
op:a," while several interesting cases
wcre reported. The doctors decided
to hold their next gathering at the
same place.
FOR
On account of the assignment of
H. B. Grace for the benefit of his
creditors I am forced to dispose of
the stock and fixtures in the cigar and
tobacco store formerly operated by
Mr. Gtace, and anyone desiring to
niake a bid for the purchase there-if
is invited to call and examine the
stock and fixtures. This property
must be sold, and at the best figures
Obtainable.
JAMES CAMPBELL, JR.,
Assignee...
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WATTS BOULEVARD (Ohio street reconstructed) when completed will commence on Broadway at Foun-
tain avenue, thence south on extension of that avenue to Ohio street, then out Ohio street tu John Noble's old
home place—about ao blocks.
WATTS BOULEVARD is the first street south of Broadway that does not run up h!!1 at 28th. strot. The
Noble residence is estimated to be at4oth street.
WATTS BOULEVARD is the most elevated street in the city limits—level and straight—without cut or fill
for about two miles, and runs through the center of the future population of "GREATER PADUCAH.r A late
cansias showed that between Worten's addition—W. F. Bradshaw's east line—Broadway and Mayfield road, zpoo
lots were owned by 600 differentn persons—a car line is therefore assured in the near future.
To start WATTS BOULEVARD the avove three blocks HAVE BEEN LAID OUT GENEROUSLY AND
WILL BE IMPROVED IN THE MOST LIBERAL MANNER. LOTS souls() feet; alleys ig feet wide; side-
walks is feet wide, go feet from fence to fence; from curb to curb 6o feet; parks zo feet wide, street Till 17,-
graded and graveled; cement curbing around parks; cement curbing to sidewalks; four foot strip cement side-
walk; .city water put in.
Price of lots $400; jtoo cash—$i 5o after street is graveled.—$15o when water is in and cement work finis7:ed.
Nature has greatly favored this &strict—high and well drained—with fine old forest trees
and notural lawns. Paducah has no residence property its equal in natural advantages and high class 'im-
provements.. An attempt will be made to make WATT'S BOULEVARD the show street of Paducah and these
substantial improvements will begin to give this district the prominence it deserves.
When Paducah has so,00b people the fashionable drive will be out Jefferson street to 28th street, south to
Broadway, out Broadway to Wallace park, south to Watt's Botaevard, then down Watts Boulevard to Broadway
at Fountain avenue—about 5 miles.
Before improvements are laid down a limited number of finished 'cos will be sold at guaranteed prices
-..nolois reserved from first buyers.
At the request of a sufficient number of first buyers restrictions will be placed on cost of resklences. Every
led is numbered by stake in middle of lot.
Ring up No. 199, Old Phone, and I will call on you with prices and other particulars interesting to first
buyers
W. F. MINNICH, Agent, Truehart Building, sao Broadway. "..
Undecided "
CITY SOLICITOR HAS NOT AS
YET MADE UP HIS MIND
REGARDING SUITS.
--
It is Believed Though That He Will
Recommend That the Amount
Be Paid by the City.
City Solicitor Edward Puryeair yes-
terday stated that he was undecided
what to do in the matter regarding
recommending to the municipal legis-
hat' e boards that an appeal he tak-
en Mm Judge Rees decision here
in circuit court in the back tax
6les1 ag-ainst the city by Frank
, a.gent for the state auditor,
who claimed back taxes due the com-
monwealth_ from Paducah on the pub-
lic wharc,, marketbouse, cemetery,
eletibIlic lighting plant, etc. ,
The judge decided that the city
woplel have to pay taxes to the state
onrie inarkettropse, wharf and cem-
ete, because these institutions were
conducted by the municipal govern-
for profit. The fire department,
el ic lighting plant, City Mall and
sods other property does not have to
be paid on by the municipality, be-
cause no profit ia made in operation
of :them.
The aciacitor has written to other
second-elassicities of the state to find
out bow things stand there, Lexing-
ton's mayor has written that they
pay taxe-• on their Market and cem-
etery, While Covington's authorities
land word to the reverse, that they
Milo not pay on anything.
Puryear said yesterday that if
it was not for taxing the cemetery
here, be would probably recommend
the the city pay off the amount Of
back taxes awarded in favor of the
state against the town, and let the
matter drop, and then hereafter have
the property given in annually for
tax purposes. Regarding the ceme-
tery though, 'he hardly. believes the
appellate court would sustain Judge
Reed's decision that taxes ahould be
paiddon the unsold lots that will
hereafter be disposed of to citizens at
a profit..
At next Monday night's meeting of
the council he will make his recom-
mendation, and it, will probably he
to pay off the judgment, which
amounts to about $3,500, togethe
with the 2o per cent penalty allowed
the auditor's agent for collecting the
Paducah's Delegate
POSTMAN FRED ACKER CHOS-
EN REPRESENTATIVE
FROM HERE.
During
Up
National Convention Comes
Question of Establishing
Home for Aged.
At the meeting of the Letter Car-
riers' A_ssociation of this city Post-
mr..n Fred Acker was chosen the del-'
egate to attend the national conven-
tion as the official representative of
Paducah. The national body will
gather at Portland, Oregon, .and hold,
their session from September 4 to g.
Mr. Acker and wife leave here on
August 29rh for St. Louis, where
they join a special train that will be
run out of the Future Great towards
the West. At Omaha, Neb., all the
delegates from the Eastern states
mobolize and the probabilities are
there will be about 600 in the delega-
tion. They take special trains and
then proceed westward stopping over
at Oc.lorado Springs, Denver and oth-
er points en route towards the coest.
Aber the convention the representa-
tives take trips to Vancouver, British
Columbia and other iirtere-ting pints,
and then return home by different
routes. Mr. Joseph Y1T124TO, of this
city, has been chosen the alternate to
go in case Postman Acker cannot tat-
__
tend.
During she national convention
there comes up the question of estab-
lishing a home for the aged and in-
firm postmen who get too old and
decrepid for longer service. Colora-
do Springs wants the home establish-
1;.:hed there and the specill trains go-
• org West stop over for about one day
there to be met by the citizens and
the project talked over. If a home is
not established, places to care for the
aged and infirm will be arranged for,
and the; looked niter in their dectin-
ing days. Their maintenance will be
effected by assessments upon the in-
, cevidual pcdtmert the country over.
Tfie congress of Baptists was op-
ened in Exeter halt London, Tues-
day. Five hundred American dele-
gates and nearly a thousand other
American visitors were in attend-
ance.
The stockholders in the People*.;
bank of St Louis recently put out
stmt. 
. ,
,1 of busi:ness by a fraud order from
!the postal department, will get about
Mr. Illmore Townsend has re- ' seventy-five cents on the doll- of
their investmentturned from a trip to Dawson.
GUARANreEED
2 Quart
Fountain Syringe
50c
HAYES •
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel. 756.
Psescriptions cailed for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
W. Mike Oliv2%„ Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton, Ky. Paducah,.Xy.
Thos B. McGfelotY,
Benton, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. . Old Phone 303.
Dr. Hoyer
rx3ais South Fourth St.1114
Office houis 9-ti a. tn.
Office hours 1-3 p. an. 
Officehours 7-9 12.
New Phone No. 8, 04 Phone No. 77.
H. B KEEI3LER,I,
CONTRACTOR AND BUIBIDER.
Repair work and fencing a specialty.
Phone 1472.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Phone 196. 400V2 Broadway,
PADUCP.7. KY.
Dry Hot Air Blahs given when in-
dicated.
/Mr. Thomas Baker, the newspaper
man, reopened yesterday from a
three weeks' stay at Eddyville.
PURE COAL MEANS
Our Kentucky Coal will give the most heat,
Family Lump, well screened lic bu.
Large Nut 4 •   10c:bu
Place your order for coal with ut
burns up clean and makes no clinkers
Large Egg 11c tou.
Nut 10c bu.
United States Gas, Coa! ab, Coke Com
th phones 254. I Office Fo_r
any
Ohio Struet
I- TH AND FINNIC.
bola people keep egi a biota load
they oant slake U after die cream is
gone.-ektebiren Otobe.
What • eilibreat tworici this would
be if the voice of oonscience used G
snega plioned --Clhic ago Daily We.
"Bobby. I'm mum-teed. This note
from your teacher aye you've t last
boy in it clears of !I." "Well, I weld
be worse? "I don't see kow," "It
might have been • bigger etesedr-Lon-
ion Answers.
New Office Boy-"There Wee • Man
lame here to collece a bill while you
were out Proprietior-"What did
you tell hint?" Now Odlice Bop--9 told
him it was no use fa htra to ?Mourn,
because you sever aid slog elf your
debt s.••-C,oltimbus Joanna/
No Patienes.-"Witet's the mutter,
little leoy?" inquired the kind lady,
stopping before a sobbteg srehin on
the street. "I-4 got a bee on my
week," whimpered the boy. 'Teo bat
oust think bow meow belie Jab Lodi"
9 know, hot think we th' pee be
bad, tool" 'reviled the boyo---Obto beate
Journal.
A very InChnety" coseareation was
rarebit on met stly between a hateos
and a fair young roast. Tha h,oateess
was eisteristaiag the emomasor with
ilescriptIone Of her-trip abroad acid of
the wsencterfel things she had wen.
Among other Others eh, mentioned the
.lock of Strasburg. "Oh, yea" rio
Marked Ira yted, 'I bow heard all
about that; and did you ass thee asech
as the Rhine, tool"
Dr. Va,rna.doe, a noted professor of
ihreek, SI very fond of towers, mad
some &aye ago, on returning iron& his
goliege duties, he band In hie front
yard • pestiferous calf bellyaches to
a neighbor. The doctor gene chase,
aid the animal plunged toward the
tower pit, and tn another (tortoni
mashed through the flaw cover and
mixed with the pots sod platelet be-
low. When another prefeeser passed
a few minntes later, health, gravely:
"I do not trederstend, Dr. Tarnedoe,
why you should objeet so seriersaly.to
having a rriodeet eowsiltp adieeto "tone
line collectien of plants." The doetor's
frowning fa tie relaxed. "Ale flimberre.'•
I. retorted, "you see, this an only a
woetbleas bulrush."
BANK ACCOUNT WAS SHORT.
Mot It Wag Dreagrbst 13go s Dalaaes
ta * Went Dleameresas and nin.
trnmedialary blentana.
Here is a story of two well-knows
young Baltimoreans, whom we will
all Mr. Tom Black and Ms. Dick So-
and-So. Rath prides hiensi an beisig
absolutely up to date and imp be snuff
be all partieularit ?tam mailed areund
to see Dick one movaleg a those time
ago, and had scareety pameed threugh
the door before Dick exaleginede
je• ".By George! The very matt. Bay,
atom. I want to go to AMMO. thisatter-
• soon, and I need $75. I with yens**,
let me bare it. I rea/fy woalda4 oak
you, but see my position.'
"Yes." replied Toni, "a are of Leah-
and-go or no-torecheasege position.
lifou are better off at horns, Dick. Ws
wery cold in Boston."
"Somewhat frosty here, too, it
!teems," said Dick. "But its all a joke.
phi man. Come in and sit down."
"Bevan time," said Tom. "I lust
stepped around to see if you wouldn't
let me have that $100 you abeady owe
pe-lf it's perfectly oceoweieet."
Dick seemed to make a hurried men-
tal calculation, and then told his
friend that he would eve him a check
for that amount, but didn't think he
bad quite that much in bank.
"But you can go down and see," be
added.
So Tom took the check. invited Dick
to go to the theater with him that
evening, and hurried down to the
bank. The paying ttlier took the
check, strolled back. 'oohed at Dick's
account. sod returned to the window,
shaking his bead.
"How much does it take to make it
e.o. good?" asked Torn.
"Not allowed to ten," replied the
holler.
Tom weret to the receiving teller
and deposited $10, to Dick's credit, bet
that didn't make the check good. An-
other $10 and still others were put up,
with the same result, until Tom began
to perspire and the bank people to
laugh. Finely Torn deposited his
tenth $10, with the remark that ft was
a tough game to be up against, and he
again presented the check, only to be
met with another shake of the teller's
bead andthe informetton: "Very
merry, Ur. Blank, but that account was
Somewhat overdrayn." 
•
Too/gave it up and dashed out of the
bark. He had no sooner gone than
Dick sauntered in, and. asking how
much he had to his credit, was told
Cob
"Juset cosh me this cheek for $90,"
he said, "and if you see Tom Blank
to-day tell hint I'm awfully sorry I
e.nnot stile to see him this even•
1.ng. as I have decided to take that
little Boston trip we seem talklng
about this morning.'
Goren Tea and Meek Toe.
The difference in colt), between
green and bluek tea has beet, ascribeel
to vertour castles. Iteceneltr Ms. Aso.
of thioagricultnral college
bar irvestirated the sailers, ald he
offers, in substanee, the folleolag ex,
planation: In reildng green eat the
haves are Billow d as soon arr guth
*red; is the case of, black the the
leaves are snowed to litnent before
drying. The result Is at the fire
tithed black tea contaids bati /tag
lannin than the green emit
Mriyinal tea-leaf iteexeises
enzytaine which 1. deed • "
ills• rotes tea by steaming. In
Iles during fertnertation„ the ea
datellisee tlie tannin ail etas
le a bnownish-eolooad
OevaDasises.
FIND OF ANCIENT METEOR.
isbereass at soittaaseeberea. Ulm
earth What .Aperaire to lie
Old Ilea•essly Vitiation,
What seemed to be frageneete of a
magnetic iron meteor, witch snag have
descended to the ear% essemetes ago,
was discovered the ather Mg by soros
Laborers who are eacaesiting a alias
en Knickerbocker avenue. s4 Cornetts
street, Williamsburg. N. Y. Wire dim-
messy was made at a depth ed 40 feet.
It being necessary to remove a kill 38
feet high befare the sidewalk lad was
reached.
Upon reaching a tos-feert deptli fa
the cellar excavates the mem cane
upon the hard sebetamoo,and at first
believed it nothing hot solid redo Its
extraordinary weigtee. however, wade
them examine it more' elleesty, aed
when they cut into a large pieces of
the matter they found the ierterier was
a solid mass of 'roe ore beneath a
surface several biota deep of bard
stied yellow clay.
The search was inctanded harther,
and the men came epos a perfectly
formed ape's head and dee a ram's
Lead. All the matter was turned ova
to Frank N. Schell, the coneraireor,
who will transfer the relics tee some
museum.
"It appears to me," said Mr. Sahel!.
"that when this meteor fell, perlove
centuries ago, it .trek the teartk
a shower of heAlstosee would. That
the pieces are all sealant is eddied
from the hard yellow clay whist' were
mounts each piece."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
Lite-Saving Dertee et Special Iaosni
Is Be Placed on llont• et Me
Warebi.e.
The navy department is prattling
some of the warships wtth a use life
raft, says a Washington wade) tit
the New York Waal. It cousiste el
an elliptical copper tabs eamartuet
flattened, with ger-tight wrinpart
seen* strengthened by flea. The
tube is incased in cork woond weft
saneas and made abaistety water.
tight. Attached to this fleet is a
rope netting three feet deep, from
which Is suspended a wooden slatted
bottom. The nettling is suspended
en the inner side of the float 'rose
Aare which travel Oat beide" o
that the bottom rests 's the propel
position, no matter yrldok side of the
test fans open the water when it
Is throws overbear ' It demi set re
quire to be rightee, ad/toted ca
torso" about; it is reedy for service
Ilia meekest it strikes the wrens
Oars are attached to the dies of the
heat to propel whoa it is seenpied,
Illawagt permed esanot get on title
WW1% I. sink bib sad. melba the life.
boot. It caused apes* etc !ander,
tar, like as raft, go to plass egaizurt
the sides of a ship.
The w tieps.rtment is eansidertag
the ed. -ability of ecostpplag army
aranspoi ts with the ease sort ad
NAUTI ZAL SCHOOL AT /IIILA.
-- --
Naval 0 rielals t• Do Illverrtblase Pen.
lbIo t• laoreaeo rineistany
et Ohs Institution.
Naval c Mobile at Manila Woad to de
everything pmedble for tle, access of
the nautical school at that 'Moe. This
institution was Inherited from the
Spanish gerverneient. It has been is
charge of Lieut. Richard H. Townley,
United States navy, who warn recently
detached from that duty and ordered
home for eompticity in certain ii-reg-
ular business relatiens wee% army sub-
sistena officers at Another
oflicer has been placed in charge of the
institution.
The school offers a twee education te
residents of the Philippine islands in
such professional duties as will equip
the cadets to perform the duties of
masters and officers of merchant ves-
sels. But, while the efiscation is chief,
ly of a technical and a professional na-
ture, the students also are given broad
and liberal instrucitioo in the geared
branches of mathematics, reographyi
crammer, English and history.
It I. contemplated to provide the
*Acted with a practice skip to corm
%One practical with theoretical instruo
ion in navigation, seamanship, and
the general requirements of the pro-
fession for which the studeots are te
be prepared.
Wireless Telenrapby ter Warships.
Rear Admiral Bradford, chief of
the bureau of equipment, will point
rut in his animal report,easys a War
York 'Herald dispatch from Waldo.
ton, the necessity of ecreipping Amer-
loan men of war withesysam of wire.
less telegraphy. As soon as tbe ap-
propriation is obtained he MU POCOTa•
mend 'be system to be adopted for the
naval service.,
Bellevino that Commander Richard-
son Clover, nivel attsehe in London,
Is deeply occupied with hie current
work, the rear admiral has recom-
mended to Secretary Long that a wire-
lest telegraph expert be sect ter•Enar.
tend to reprrent the navy in the
trials of the two new systems
',eloped by Lloyd's ageney.
TugetrIeleg on New York Central.
Electricity for the New York Gen-
rd railroad, at least to *pep its
'nes from the cieyns limit• to the
]rand Central 'station, is more than
a possiblity of the/bar team It la
.aid that an electric engine, in mane
if its details unlike anything now is
liervice, has been perfected, and thatt will soon have a trial. If its Ga.MN is as great as is promised, steam
- %may pass from the Grand t 
irAdznteon 
 lip
.,
before January I, 1St&
• gib
•
NCR FURNITUIUL
M was reerobase-, In Pasta, Rat a
ta Use Own
ot INIalanas.
"There le one woman is Michigan
who win -Pee: spend any more one
In Paris," mold a traveling man who
had been a tweet at the house of
which the woman is mistress, relate*
the New York sail. "She and hex
goold husband ars satiated to the best
the eierth can produce. They have Lee
bored together and had a variety of
earperieneas in their 40 years of mar
tied life.
"Less than • year ago they thought
they had reached the long-desired but
usually retietliog time Which men ant
women hope to reach whoa they car
sit down an& take their ease. Sc
they went journeying beyond the sea
"When they got to Paris the good
wife began lamenting. 'The stele-tido)
of the shops along the boulevard:
burst upon her lesion lam an un,ex
peeted dream of beauty. Why had
'they not visited Paris long ago?
"Iliqw her trochee was furniture,
and you know that French furniture
simply makes a woman stand still
This good woman talked about th•
furniture the sow modl her fine old
husband told her to go and orde,
what she wanted. wad they woulc
have it to eajoy in the evening of
their lives.
"%glen they got hems they tole
their neighbors, and the town pa pet
painted woes about the Parisian per
chase, and the whole village was
standing tiptoe awaiting the ooming
'mrportation. Only ten yeari before
they had refurnished their home out
of the factories at Oioind Rapids. All
this had to be sacrificed. Some of
it was sold and some was parcelled
• as gifts. Finally the 'bench out-
fit reached its deaf:Dation.
"I was in town elms it was being
set up. As an oI *iemd I was dim
cited to see the immersed goods and
air* ahmae.r.
"One of the et-Oda was a hand-
some dresser. My triads were not
eon tent with hireboo me look at the
article. Tat ; mat herpect it So fair
se my friends are concerned, 1 shall
always regret that I consented, but
the inspection also eaused me to
think better of my mechanical friends
in this mentor, for I made the die
cowery, be a trade mark on the bot-
tom of one of the drawers, that the
furniture had been turned out in
Orland Rapids, 'tripped t.o Prance and
there soli as 'bite:ire handicraft.
"AA an Aineweein I laughed from
my cuff bettoms up to my shoulder
Rat as WIChigala is a pretty big state.
and lots of its people go abroad and
buy Oa the other side, I have wo
hesitation in tenting the story. I
quite agree with my host, who said:
'Between the atones of theme chap.
in Grand Popider end the glibness of
a Parisian dewier too n.lddiernan is
mare to go up arsine! it.' "
teseserta Farm Lel #,
Urn lands eliave 01
100 per mit_
,at aims isms ;
FASHIONS, FOR SPRING.
adersuses easterwelgas Rewarding Kgo
erriel. and Acreessortes fog
tb• Cireanas 5n+
Dresses of this, transparent mate-
rials will be trimmed as they were
last season, with Valenciennes loser
Non and lace, says Ladies Home Jour
'Leh
White Ogee shirt walsta eta alliOard
the tree to be worn io the arty
at:rider. The newest are of a Veto
weight and fine cord, and are made
quite Annecy, with a cluster of tucks
at. each side of the frost.
Belts of both plain and ribbed bleat
velvet will be worn with spring
woolen gowns. Steil belts are stylish
and may be worn with spring gowas
of any color or material. The pre*
heat belts are made with a alight dip
the middle of the front.
For hard general wear • erring
emit of Week, newt, brown or Oxford
Tray cheviot will ewe general gaols
faction. One of smooth cloth is more
,fresey in effect but sot so suitable
for ell Itirr-ta of weather. The skirts
of such suits should be made to clear
the ground. and lined with peregrine
If silk cannot he anbertled. The Oleic
ets shoted be newly lined and made
!omfortetbly large eo that they wilt
slip on eerily aver all kinds 01
waists.
Aipareorinte Gift, for Invalid•.
rowers and thrif•y -growing ptante
are sc.:erosible orb -role to the sick.
end a rowieud or ininch of violets
never comes amiss. When cernraleo
couce is established a new letiok or
magazine, and perhaps • stele me-
thanioal contrivanoe on which it mai
rest, will rive real gratification. A
pretty wrap which the invaTid may
wear, a pair of bedside slippers, or
any other email nod dainty thing
which conveys • thmight Individual
esee, and will &Oxeye be rewarded
with smIles Arometie eatraete. per
fernery in beautiful bat flea, any lite
tie luxury in the way.of trait or deli-
New "retested in asother's hitches.,
berries gladness in its wake. The el-
ement of weirpriete breaks the tedious
manotony of invalid life and is there-
fore to be alight for and regerded as
restorative in its fallibeILCO.---Ladiee
Home Journal.
Potato namable.
Mash end moans well a quantity of
boiled white* potatoes, and to every
ottart add the heatea‘yolke of two
eggs and two talriespoonfula Ofitirick
meant. Stir over tile fire and form
tatoa ettspely rineon a greased tin
sheet, or pack the rtogonold that
opener; brush over with yolk of e gg
and bake in a plow oven-4S sbould not
be browned. To take to table, careful
ty slip the potato ring' onto a thews
reload entree plate* enoirele it with
• elites raw of petite saarblearelled
la parsley, and tim simatist Wtk
ri;l1"6"711.4
MYCHOLoot
Vuertious Suggested by the Pecs-
lfar Habits of Raccoons.
lisitasere ed a DoirtIteva Observes 's
the Wen.: ad tbe Seemingly Ito-
telflocot Little DelliBeeill
of tits Woods,
boartmal psychology hl to be stiolled
i see, in Paris," said as observant
&teen recently, according to the
Wirer Orieona Times-Der:liberate, "and
the soiecetiota are going to take teili
reettlese no in a systematic way. That
te a good pian. It is a broad tiek!, and
researcb along these lines will no
doolot be productive of much interate
tag data. Heretofore erhat seie.etiste
have said along this line, and in fact
an they have learned, has been of a
theoretical nature, ant it may be said
that ocieznal psychology has not pawed
beyond the perely expertmentel stages
'Darwin came nearer formulating
an exact hypotheeris than any other
scientist when be took up the study of
the anotious and the means of ex-
pressing them, but even this splendid
treatise is lacking in that definite data
which would place •nimal psychology
motet the so-vaned erect sciences.
net ft has occurred to me that a bay,
batting center of population, where
me may find so much that is artcial,
to much that is out of harmony with
the stature' order of things, would
sot be the place to prosecute in an
inteIngesit end attain...tory way a
toady of this intereetieg subject.
barretindingo a trifle more veered
would Seem to afford a better °opine
twit? e tor the otwervanoO of mental
'borrows in the lower order of life,
tItliongt, of coarse, much may be
learned by the method wt ich has been
adopted by Florepean seientiete.
"In the southern Ono of the United
States these actestiats might find much
ierta that would eye them a mere
lednite clew to the reaming nee-th-
eft of animate of the lower order.
That little trick of theoprossum. for
bertatios, when he fehrtre death. show,
as element of shrewdness whbh one
tarely finds in orders of intelligence
teppoeeetly higher. Take the raccoon.
Why is It that he will leap up on oaer
side of • tree and then jump as far as
Int can from the tithe, side? It is a
trick. He is trying to fool the dog
that is after him by making 'lino he-
'tree be is up the tree. 'The 'coon has
practiced this game for so long that
ad well trained dog will ever howl up
a tree until be has &retie' around it
several ttmes to see if the pone has
sat resorted to the navel make-Nebo.
'Why is it thee a .C.W50111, when the
tree is tenter under the effeet of tire *mead with width lamtenter's ax. veal scamper dowa e•-i 1 the erase. led lar lain emeaser bidtternk of she tree toward the mouse? 6088•0464 vile h‘g inella brIPIL
I
He has two reasons for d oi mg it. lb IPIATIPM1 1.1114 &7:1111.41.4 theabase ttothe first place, unless the dog knows "
Ms bathers, be will nee out in the ==ifillsemsrrialreoetegvilibiLooeheeell "lawslirectiea of the falling tree..beheving ow Ed the mrertee a the Laseth• game will scaniper eel from the
their es lbw were, the nafair ippra
wove swirls/ helms them. The Asa
were eirmultian • emeictreis wowed the
tem. In the second piece he reasons
that It is eater for "body and limb
In either •Yest he is respeoviiiig about
the thine. It is a perteologicel proc-
ess. Ineesioces have been reported
ny hunters of where 'coons would
tap from the top of falling trees,
seemingly lencrwing that they were
permed by trained dogs. who woeld
*my &rotted the stamp math they
wedd scamper down Che trunk of the
414,4b. Nat the ale is the other way.
"The point I am trying to make."
soscleded the obeereset citizen, -fir
that 'he woods art fified wit% these
siditencee which might give the sci-
entists a clew to the reasoning meth.
ods of animals of ttre lower ortier."
REGARDING WHITE ANIMALS.
airaaarmal lidianapaa 1744, Cob.. ad
V•vtiala Boasts and lnrd•
Ibuteklr Omar.
a.
A ANGLIA "I NFAIIL" LOOIAGICAL EN1 A.,
IN Ls a dec 
sc-ut burn kiwack s4
ade ago there stiller
noareii • mei seethe% which the people Is
tls towns dadipated as the "jungle," • term
d Geotameir beaded down from • mild
when this mutton el the county waeleniated
tinthees.b71
mpass 
. Theynedi sagre"d wressdfell hart tad.=
march el The farm Irwin sise
"eyed slip to dumb as Sadao, whoa
the people as the preens rods 'mass
irageae" or aned buggies. There wee OM
=15 sate a architecture, whisk lstty the squab' log home wig*
"gime room • boned-up kitchen at the lithe
The lights steeacaing through the one email
aladow sheered sock decorstiem Oa
waits as • ehotamer and OB., the hewn powi
ler flask end bunting pooch, and bookies
glewing t from the cavernous fire
al the hinisdead,,eircim winterevecinep the
futotabarew in ere! out among the
ed abed, • dried pumpkin. sad
"raideilia's" sespendedfseen the rafters.
The haw is wheal Tiorter Lens wee berg
Wad in • mall cleared Pace In the heart
ed this lateitle." Here the grew to iromam
heed with nee wider expertenoe with the oth
ado, amid than the weekday. walk to the
sanest village, sod ex annual journey teethe
Walaiferty ewe": heinniftirstiptimemo. to hey as sha asp
of site, when she must trudge each dsayitsal
4 alike to the district •elesoi. Bee
daps in the leargie" were soca over,. the hers
setting the meet of the "wheedle' because
the girls raareted sad buten° me for it.
There were ao bachelor maids in the 'las
fle." Mantes, ea • serttuaty sheet whack
theacouid be no doubt.Lea being what th• natives ef the
'Mesa" caned • "good, smart sire" it
wir espies/I alio would make • good moo&
if the Lase heine wee more picturesque
than wow el ila neighbors it was locale
Heeter's head teetered the morning glove
vine* over the window In summer and led
tire woodpile behind a ank of sturdy Italy-
beets and egpoess feathers. Tin peas
sad !psi). Slain neater, Mae with ash
ittilltheees aged beater as they did on tbet
bench staid* the kitchen door. Resides
Hasher bed awed more petchwork oaths
ea the lams staler eeeninge dimegtri pie 'Stogie," where a bathe, bid
ead heath's and • ear was the daffy swam
Wile wee enacted to beteg to her ha
hitter had Igr choice between Pilules
Illadeoes sea wadi= mei "liar" Gilley
vitae fairer wee tite big bad center la
lbs Alessi: 444d mold set ol so aerie
few the yea( people to start oat erfth. De
Mg • prodemeorinded gem' walla, flew
a took "Jlia" sad the indite. day woe
militgairoinr ilheilme, wire had "Wed the knee
la weary smortege bailj....21111ma is the tar Ossemek
sad wappiesissa the
ii7t7Zt seism athlos as les "PdesZal
assmary dee the ram asimis as taint
allabrellbs bub. tbis
is lb* lassie vosmitti=
us
day, mhos the =helloed isuth
bit beide is lit father%
,apol road Hobs looked es de
se heals an Ow boat seat ed ths
her Infate two el
A polar bear would not have a
chance in stalking seals if it were
of a darker color. The only black
&pat about it is the tip of ita nose.
The senor% who first landed on vari.
ous nnk-nown arctic shores and boys
stated that the helot' toed to take
them for seals, and begin to sialk
them at a considerable distance, lying
Iowa flat ore tacit- bellies in the at.
tiende in which the well-known pho-
torraph by' Mr. Gambtor Bohan shows
the old poke beer at tbe too, and
oriiryliag along in that position until
they came to an it-- hummock, when
they would yet uit oeer over to see
,f the "seals" twee alarmed, and
beiggie colottesin. The sailors added
that they could always we the block
sine when the bear got up near, and
towed that the bear pot hie pew lever
norrele to hide it. The arctic
'ores. the "htue" ha,., the ptarmigan,
ream " and Wass ant
mar lin apes doer. The eompany,"Fa
elder ineneleare &et. ane tamed sue
ens asistralhash them by the band end
amgratelatiees. There Was
=it..gc.t. wilt* the prod wiehm,
"I wish yea meek fey,
mrsillash asiohboo selassay, sal sal
nes thine was slams it this
mona, 1C-gusste startzurodblest is:do
leehosimmumeirile sad esemerebr aarasuaaa Joie* midepers 
is
each
**Ma My jests and May Gartnea
allenesd 1116 festirlties el the "NV
wise eximentel same ed the elder folks lis
pa .voistainissfas if termer wedding se
seams.
.21raamilleas how tberwaojerld.dossHeelsaso",ad
are **totes:sea
:no . "'Yoe ream
elid sort sit la die world
haver oboe herd thaw aro
Twee, Warr te deer year home with,
sad. JP seam sad yes as inisle beds
el/We pears api, whoa Laura and
sad *aim im41 tatie atrwady
ilL Seed at obi Ilasheakta. Raew
pa
d isms ewer as to the Mierob Ada
;frialfgairtimaynaLllibaing a revise
ills, toned 
., 460
sa.to art for Ma- Seal.
kgit'airby toed lo theme day; ssal
Lama helped the own *Wm" Ws dal
is 
ail I toeh up basted me as a hens
boura seilF married. One day slim
ss4 with oar worldly goods tied la a
handle we darted out to seek me luitsua
a" sod trap 6
la a ewe shipotry We saver
ho 
ina417: a cabin. leads al
trflitny own hasols,and Limn
soils in the erode**. I bad
Is far &hood even**
la sad Lsars‘wtald aloes ta
erudite, bet the Yndiane were tom, aml
these weertair thief more dangerous le
the woods • yam Ma and wIldests."
iyper soid mire' 101 undergo the see- t °And didtel ha" 'Inflite Capers,
tonal chrinire to white by an identical 1.4/hbee tIR.17""`.rlitend ''Ilwiab's'achts'irstletaLot. We Mapreemie, rave the London Speetertat. 
— Ib,the hair or feathers, ea the Ind eilks "d 
vs
h'sdUft,e, tern baked it the coals as the beerth,
s' sr didn't bare a etarsbesskt
weddles bewitilre Hester here, bet
Unsay *aim/ site wore herself and
the 400l for ft, tee. There wasn't a
balh is thy" dem' the girl as pried le%
smolt gm • bit at mita to make a anises
weak! bare bees more derive of dig
pop4 ad days wires ensplicity Mcleod if
*lidding 'femme but the men meet hem
hay Mir the "Nonsersising." sad
470 ftrie ever sees the process of fade lite etas west tarn the Top jim5 had
.ng going on. The feather or patch ourefalty hews and piled on a pretty Sibs
if fur which was brown or i , . e in the
 
ten ter" 
 
pet' in their Pljdeg 714
rtriy sedde nly whitens. jet no ea / ins."1:11"."nlillitna".!TutivEi.Y: iiiIkbpoo.e "1 w'rat o • rio
has actually sees the color going.
The explanation meanly given is that 
gaiter, to chow that he she ea as
be/night his fiddle sod there ems 11
't tithes, place ley night. There seems in the new hones, a "houstrame•
ah "half way" tint ieteteen the white teft.
 arid the weildind festivities were AM
in Oat et time Reim, lassie" 'bet tits little house Ina *that
Jim* and Poor gen live isiend the original color. 
-
The lath -I air as glad'Jolo vet 
=ftlessillkept erehard amid 'Ruda ale
added tit It, ado seat phial tepee
I elected to nitre's.
The MOther-Yes It's a crest vs lisr °tangle late i nrfitrwiarsrtaltiZt41
Ism the presperity whieh tat
litef f... Be boa tried lei many ways of =ere& the *let IA and OM
earsi slit Isgyies. hillalL--Datretil
night he. loge oiler and turn wtite
iy.ohat may almost be described as
tii Instantaneous procens. In the
'era and birds the white eotnes in
teh•e; brit the speed of the colt.?
*bemire is remarkable. There are
missy stortes of eteople whose hair
'laa turned wtiti. beean shock "in a
tingle night." Judo tor by the birds
thd foxes. there stO, esbnitet he true.
Nisch Ape Creates Big S wW
His Jungle jargon.
Illistseeleg the Sage •frlosa Da
Me Mow Tore Zoo Ur a
I . at bound& Witte& Oa
agarstoatlea.
"HIM, Pek-k-b-h. Hu-huh."
This from the visions little bl tisk taps
Mthe macaw, haewe at the New Yogi
asologfest pa-k. Nyland-1y there is t
magma in the awe of the East Aire
ems baboons opposite. They throe
thentashise empanel their litre bars ii
I wan attenwo to get a4 the wicket
!Mkt stratus, who she mod?), gritinin,
at them from the safety of his cage.
The streagent part of It tal lath.
the bleak ape's woks I. not at all loud
What be sare is In a lbw tone. Tie
ether maim^ apes sad ehimpaosses
eimy Iwo" yell, chatter or whbps
among them/elves to their is
sooteert and the ugly Ea* Airiest
baboons pay no Meantime The blank
ape talie will bis neighbors by the
hour sad lbees Is .aotktng doing.
when limo koalas beervily as his heads
sad the graesque people of the moo
bey boons yet ofeepy, be looks 1=, •
at the Whoa* sad exeinhos:
Ilwesalt" And there fa
row on at maw
New Nose et the policemen has tent
tweedbiler speech a well that be
sesseima the mesa mopes in the
beam ago
Whoa WI the beepers at the r,00 now
wane be %mew let "Whet la the capered
belatelelpe of "%let, pale-kat-IL Rs
bah" ta gaol Africa Jane*, talk."
It aegreated the ea w day that
Prof. Is sated to vlb A the gar.
lee sad wissalste the 'arrest. One
tiling bra been agreed on, that the
saartsio raters to something abase
eves Angles or polities, few the bale
beans eat prooterty Itka saes whey
same ass yolk at them sonsethts.
lisespalkyy a their virtue is was sd
these tsspertsest sarbOneta.
-
insweix MOND.
Remo. Ifetheireepiseedi eemaesis
Wm Maws Sultegoalred to MUNdlerre
Sewage* of reed/,
A seal Flea se alba the congested
sciontliee elf !Iris streets has past
*wen atibieltsol at a mortisg of promi-
sees widish ens held to die.
emst bigissionmits is rabbi
liem4P40044111844. NIL Oranalongs, ‘446.
berm dal eagemies, seated fleet
se emsdkagread molting 'sidewalk ebb.
Par to them at the Paris exposition ed
MS, *a mach iseyer, be eanotreetall.
sl000rdtag en bin pian there wonbit be
dew platforms each astivtng at a dlt•
threat wee of speed trona the Miters.
the foetal east the rage of 13 miles
ea beer
IS. Oamaloars convinced his bearers
that moth a selterne would be cheaper
Oa an doeirte underground rellwity
mod this% It Week] multiply greatly the
soesemedissies of the public. He said
to the emeaspeodest of the Chia.*
Deily Pam
"Past of the ;dative-in might be rives
op to the we of beery teams, the city
the. eatesher both from • n esthetic
and a pe ",,i .• • "...int of view, oner
tbe peeling do-perfume% would wee
hallettrade of theasads of faces an-
easily by the reitestiss of wear on as
street serlbees I am sera also that
lin retitle yenta prefer the teller?
ableoralk •• dory ears, not to madam
the elhottnertion ef danger from eal
Jsbera."
Plain and earthates of the cleans
seleariaideg were rabolteed ter the
treetion seembers of the amulet:is!
essnoll. sembers of whirls reported-
that eir were rosily Detracted by the
Ides. irderveled elertrIe power for It
week! nee peeve ton 'ratty.
PRETTY afEDS FAST.
Mailieets 04 I I iblPirtnreft, f lows. AA-
often rip.= ps....4 for flee. Dare
as • Waster.
11111111..... ......... A14. ...- "... .11•••••••41-
-
will sem . *sly lasso
WM dialbilillvellw 'Maw
Wes lifseon levetae Morton, of Iowa.
Ta-t Was All.. Onctirest Po
ler* cif eteastrwra. and Miss Mabel V
Soffrown, of Muscatine, pretty go. • ;
sde of the Thrieersity of Iowa, en-
pee-ad Inb Ph days' fast. They
tree& terIblog but water during the
Nese Iteg were tattoo:, and by going
laws length of time without* I
sating they are to receive 36 pound*.
if cehatediate creams. The girls re-
ported that "tasting is all right
anew you get used to it," and tho
yang num who made the wager
With die yonng women have ordered
the candy and are ready to pey their
het.
The ,emag women spent most of
the wooed day in bed to 'tame off thee
pang-s of hunger by sleep and inac-
tion. earl they span the entire time 4
of the third dasy sleeping. At raid-
eight they had a 'rand feast.
lawavansat'a Diming Peoweettsoa.
A dliteisteti to the New York iterate*
from Parts sate: The journals ab-
16011110e that M_ Cat axes, the first aero-
aatt't who crossed tho Mediterranean'
Ire's Mareelltes to Corsica, Is about
is undertake a rn me daring joerasie
It. Oapsizea, when interviewed, saidt
'The project whie1,1 derive to eater,
M. Elise* nclue and Baron Bergey,
sot andIch have studied with
thidlent e on physical geiegraphyhe
theMorlorene, lath tt of traversing the
Atha.% ts a balite a, starting from ide
Cboaries and landeagat the southeast
of Panama. As't • my steerage hal.
boo*, I hopaleha Ye it constructed next
1 1114r."Anil Vaal& Saw Pegs the Ittllo.
i 'It will fit to dig the Whales
cre
el, shys‘ the Chicago 'Ts-Thu.1w,
vs% be a kV hard
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SPOON* BUREAU. ata "Riji TB" WV1L
lelf TOM P. lecileetha.
--
There a • meek down et fithieemet
bouse---• erred that wes forum* a piece
of Welke manteml. with • mashed modem"
to talk aud a wen oe his heed. The wrote
I n question that to be saluted by his ered
hors as Mir. pootier.
Where, re, all wee joy, re the
hliWave,- no . le sorrow tied woe istle 
guaataties and a dilapidated bureau ise re-
' puke* small ;doom
The bureau in gesetion arrived he the
Siagfiewer, so Smoak ami to proudly ..
fere cnfeeling bail:11mm teed to acme
times meeriugly remark that it had more
the appeareaos of hieetug Wane is the Ark
tee list neighbors will aim sod he their how
1 tan through your 
4 
cabberteetea in mil
((. and .bristly freedom. teo . e will este tiok
aware at 50 per met. tiseemust.
How the bureau eating atom wee not the
subject that worried Spooner tan Wen
the poll of darkness and hennas asetied or
the happy hone. How to ma he awag mee
west agitated ha mind.
Spooner's sole deethaer, Cydonia.. bed
It ham, been so forteame as to menet a
hoiden being, who made her his wife-4mi
oh. was Cydonia Sp000er ne longer. Ii
Is not the purpose of the waif te dee
trebles the ides that bat for this thee
ly Maack of restrimony, Men Speaker made
have become more alattidenom fear tem
it! She simply mated. as • lipeouw, le
make the masa at time May repose losei
• ' salt amecked by an iteserest eat, amid to re
week plaintively that lemma's emision cu.
f earth was not dearly defined &mead to
a
.4114:Ler that their daughter had seeeeedet
b committing inetrenorm he Me tiro
i degree Mr. end hire Somme readied e
do the proper sod appropribte Wee. Alt.
much Ceotweier thought the thelehed te
present her the seared bureau, arouse
which einsterod seek liellosed essosiationa
Ilk. them indignmese to an eill buil*.
lobe.
The sawed bureau wee heated Is tbe
sicced story of the Sperraer demiede. is
the "spare" bedroom! New. to gat it down
stain was the gaieties.
The • time, several years before elies
Jens, the drayman, had raised the pos
derma pies. of furniture te the mooed
store window, by imam of meth reps sat
profanity, wee still froth in fipmeade Naiad
' Re remembered that Jew bad miaowed
the bureau. welch wee es esonsoudy de
Moped Oak and teen had measured the
e *airway.
"Too wide lar the stairs." wee Jam? ere
e diet.
1 Se without mg more tom he had pro
seeded to MS it up the side of the louse
sad lotrwitim it through • eitnelow.
But Spooner coca der. hammed • pew le
the way of seamotrated Wale to my sem
Missed dramas that OVOr wore a hairy her
roe for a beard sad charged 0 theme of
i silver ter ierryiee a liMesee tweak tem
blocks. He ham, without rm.sssr. that
the stairs wen wide mouth for th. be
Mall. dingiaessated and ahem be aleashal
the lugubrious pesos of tandem* ia lee ewe
sativ• mare bedroom
By dist Of Mlle palling mad ea must
amount of heolim, he esseseded in wee*
Sag it to the Lead of the steirwee. ha spate
of the feet that it seemed esseiseelly te
seek .ite there Mee the floor, he ei deter
' mined effort to ream teut d
Getting *bead, he lowered the
. harem toward himself. The speretion wee
wily marred by the tease besides& of all
the drawers slippletteet et we sell the
1 cias thee, and all t the bit we bet. __ pertiss 
ae 
. Ihier WI, a wooden &ewer, epee lihn, sod
) ' inalimi Wow in the lee el the arie
say. Tie last sad ).asehest deserer de.
EaMouiLe1":2 ted"teell.. Viral;ben the regidar order et pennedmad li
me the 'Wieser heirloom sipped sad the
~ed= lull leeward woe him. theMu wee* the ebb.
Down
ge
 they west, with ao the eselhemiall
sad eilerity As! attend the pomp of1
bur wales beistkelly dime the soniders
)af time.
Spooner less a tad. In admen of the
berme when beeh staved Is the log" 4
be stelrittr•
The *mews tali LA ureffiedbodeldlemb
a few iiiiipis Ware, Ly is a biiiind hem
i with .Ill: censer. waned up led
7 OM. tie Mr jr #400.0r,
Re IspeM AlitIbmieereere and sew
wel more del ellemed tit pet to ea appear
sem for that amides mix sad the es
1 altant and vial*** berme weed smears
et on its head IS hitt esimrine sorperosity
A mid, sealed 'Am sharp yet se vol
eiesnmes that it ellimeled the bets sat of the
Mame, mad breast! Mee. Spoitier to the
lest of the ,gtairs.
"0, h, the jkoeiona bureau!" ales shrieked
. 'West, oh1 what has happesed to itr
Pre-mealy • taut voice rated up boa. tie
bottom of the pile where Spooner was do
la! a enatortios set beneath the bursas:
'Tbe preetett• bureau in uninjured sie
pre" it said, "hut 1 am mortally wonted
eri by this ealeneemade demos!"
Frigetened st the awful coodities ef itie
maim buried beneath a inoestaan of re
moreelese furniture and with 10 insumaiste
in his life We. Spooner no Ira assist.
enc.. Presently she rimmed With neigh
• 11(r Kilter. By his esteem area, the wroth
es et mohairi was demo front' teneeek the
sill aselleat heirimin of the BOandheade
Another meseuresseetz 41,44 usenteted, ewe
eell irt • hew detente of Jame Ms dresnian,
efts "indicated. The bureau would go me
farther doers the "Pm" for the stairway4
was lime moreover from there down.
1 . Without sword. het with a heallthetark
Mn. resolve depicted on lue eac,,,..1
rteage, aad nose several inches out as mee
plumb, Specs/et masted by lt-ther, eat to
work to force the bureau up is the tee
d the stairs .he. This LAW otainstsioll
Is ememplieleitia be spite el the Parastueal
melatease of that @adhere cathode: Mese
of drovers.
Then Simmer roil. It ever, and ever,
me, with the mem' de aid, be beleased
It 4 eminetat cm tee'. ntiowell.
With a smile of a nest thiedish Joy sae
S speamodie hitch to his pamehrone, do'.
ip ;slipping ewer from the data« of his
see rear euspeeder bettoa, hemmer method
the Dumas. sew theiveghly frigieened, out-
ward and it hers"! d through the alr like
I *aerate a a braes- mobbed insteer. With
• it landed ea the strmedoereteep.
two saries below, nd wee nothing bet a
wreck of its imam grandeur.
Col. Veriadypeesh valuable aos, of the
eeneh-befed ,pirenetaftn, had, but. nto-
sant before, been pawkier as overshoe
ea the doorstep. Now he lay nadir the
hareanhealy a Amine reeedeotion. • hairy
priaseepet.
gamete; *ewer got.
Cyelasis get so wedi pewee* hem bet
bet oasis.
easortnewit at buena, sad sad
itrifil S. BS. mid to. be lite valve el thet dep. T. all of veleh be eldergetodr seek giatereepol parse' that he Mee a
ilium& trIal he the neer Canines.
mwasak4 amid lesessi1-0•64 Lii
t ermaerstair reradatere That Is ladiehres
I.. by Moine Teens revels In
reasisyliesaes. •
It Shamokin. Pa., *erne closer ewe
ems hoe* survived the remelt of prom
Ma among the Poles and Burstein..
Sae of these obeervansee is 'Ineritots-
tng day." It is it imbrue day tor
baahfel lovers, tor swiftness of limb,
'ether thee eloquenee of tongue. cep.
lures the belles of the wennitruity,
rye on eastern exchange.
Poe days the man has been in Maine
big for the run of his lite. while the
amide adjure cornet* and rob Ifni-
men& on their kneecaps every night
sre wester slambor. Finale the
morning of "ewitchimg he metiers.
/he mesa sees before him all the Mak&
era of hie viltage. Ile may tabs ide
pie& Ali be MOM do is to meth and
switch and death with wetter ihes one
of hie ehohms—the maid whom be
would have tor hie wide. If she le
fleeter ad foot than he and weepes
Oho le Craw lithe Irma le bedewed ed
Ida smeary she seldom gets oway,
though his feet are Med be. Lades
shoes.
"Ileritelaing day" at ilhomolds
teeter when all the lode and
lames of the sountry sound shout
gather at the towu tar the annual
mooting. A girl's starting le ran is
seeeptell as a token that she is net
seems to her pursuer. The meath's
start le aompted as a pespanal, and
an matter whet misfortune may be-
fall hie quarry he must preside tor her
all the days of his future Visa
Pathebe indeed was the ilimeasairre
of We feet in the case of fkilina Yes
hob, who was ley all odds the band
somase girl in the Russian eolooles
fbr many voiles about. She was tall
sad slender and her eyes wine armee
him. She was crowned Weil golden
heir whist% grew in dainty ringlets
skim upon .her head. Miss Idenhoh
had mere suitors than she souk) as
eept. and she was eery eor. Mese of
Mot the maid had, sines arrewieg at
6 llkirstigliablo age, pissed nao
"switching day' in safety erttleoese the
giving of her promise.
Mies ILeabok mat! mien on the re-
sant teetteal oecasion had meocaseded
ha oardoemming all her pursuers.
Bony were the races she had min, bed
seem had a switch nr • this of water
some within reaching diseases of hor
rZform. It was then Anekreerneky. a shrewd young moo. yew
had piu-posety waited until Apes Man
bolt had become fatigued• rimy chase
Of darted the maid, &ad sissy hie
sped the pursuer.
Down the railroad trash they
melsed, all unheeding. Bo meitted
were both contestants—the men ries
ming tor • sits, the girt for liberty—
heal the oppevaah of a troth we. us
imbibed. The engine tooted ebrIlly
said at its blue Mies 11.sshsk. sl-
eights& stumbled azie Iled epee the
tail- Both of her lees were eat ell
below the knees. bet the downers my
the will Cve. A.nd Bobiasky, roger&
/see of her being a cripple, dresieses
that he will keep blaottomittiv toe wed
her just as WW2 "jab to
hew, the name's eve.
LOVE BALLS IN SHAN STATE&
111 so and Isforbotla. Disemploy,
/moss Tomas folks to Oki-
shoos 'Casio..
Fred W. Carey hes recently has
traveling through an almost no kno we
part of the Chinese Shea states. which
Be between Chins proper and lineneab.
is the account of his journey, which
he moistly read before the Royal
Geographicel society, he melte most
favorably of the women, of the eons.
ery, though his opinioa of thiir men is
not so Batterinr, mye the New York
bus.
Is their faoa and figure, he says.
these &Wan resemble the Japanese,
sad 'the women are, to my the team,
test as unoon motional and !Allan atJ t4
Mere the reeern.blanite naafi. The mem
are Lary. good-knenothing who
sever work unless they ar=utely
obliged to do so. The women toll dur-
ing the rammer be him rim fields and
spend their time when ae Leine In
wessehig cloth and in homelsold du-
ties. They weer a very pretty mow
barna inallidtag a long wit*. patti-
es:ma which is much more beim, •ffig
•
than the arty miteshapen Woomera- of
the Chinese women.
Mr. Carey describes a divesuien of
the young people whisk very math in-
theaned him. An he mimed through
the village* the girla atm provided
themselves with ocetoa seed balls.
whisk they oall love belle ma many
times he was pelted with them love
miestles The stays they were et hearse
eat letrended to *Davey any swamp
to him, but at the tootlelbieswhisk
Mks piece dewing New Yeses them
*eland bails bees a very limporlasee
pert to play. On tbOati 0004044alh notle
lee hyoid be more eignitlethee to •
young Man, for she is eery Immoral to
throw It only to,rtrea ratelar rosan
mem wimp the She' Is emery.
Ikea abs ezpressee her preseameme for
sae or another of the beredets. If the
znaa meshes the be& the heel
raille mire iselication that be wishes
to wed the chi, and the
might as well be mato atonees
eat if he misses the bell, dee tate In-
dicator that he does not reelpreeate
She affection the moisten destres to
rive him, and the mute fied a lever
elsewbere. At all other times t he gam*
I. simply a mode of filreselos, whets
the maiden or mein who fells to math
the ball must pay a forfeit to the
thrower
ememl mama. -
The geeents footmen weer wigs
whieh have eight rows of awls, wham
me them of the prinee of Waiee are as.
leered seven rows, and these of the
lard imams of Loaders are gives sal,
ILSIFERS SILLS') FOR DEE*.
Sew Tema Hammes Otatimed Is Play
poem Is, c Day's lattassins
ma a MN Palma*
Job. Hendriekson, a breeder of
fancy cattle, mostly Guernseys and
Jerseys. /lying near Pleasant Valley,
on the Coshocton turnpike from
White lithe to Newburg, N. Y., re-
meetly found tomer of his finest young
bathers be Ahe Sold all riddled with
charges of buelashot, which had en-
timed the bodies just behind the tors
leg.
Neighbors reported that hunters
tram New York, who had been May-
tag at Whim Leis, had passed o'er
his term in queen of partridge, and
that Mabee had been heard in the
vicinity ofthe field where ,the cattle
were at theeitare.
Me dead heifers were the finest
specimens of the Hendrickson herd.
end it occurred to the owner as he
was examiaing the wound. that
killed the.. that they bore a 'thong
resemble/tee to does by reason ef
their delicately formed bii. He
was seised with the ides that they
bad been millitakaa tor deer by the
Imieseare.
Hendriokson meat to White Labe,
but found that the three mon he
wanted had gene. Be aseerteined
their names and addressee la New
Pork and after cowed's:sable diffieulty
located them. Bo has just returned
atter wising them, and as • retrilit
if his visit he M 000 either thee
when he wont to the atty.
FIDDLES wrraouT HANDL
Pry* Clairoola of Aarbanlba,, /111,, ewer.
mama lietemeasly Inasosospana-
able Dialsoltlos
Atlanta, a small tows south of
Bloomington, ru., has Is ?mak Claw-
son a fiddler whose chief led for
lams lies in the tact that he Is with.
out ..heends. Clemson has bees. per-
former on the violin since boyhood,
and his skill was such that be wee in
donsend at every country &am in
that pert of the es:miry. Several
Mira ago he was caught in a tills-
zard and both hands were se badly
trosenethat they ware amputated at
the wrist.. Supposing that his Ad-
eine days were over, the old bestirs
moot we. laid away by the swam.
The old-lime looting to bring not
music bemuse toe attscrag to be ma
slated, and he oeneelved the unique
Idea of theytag witheue heads. He
made a sootriennee one of heavy
wire, whisk esabled him to wield the
bew. The matter at angering was
more dliBouit. but , by herd promise
be trained the stump of his lets hand
Se webs the neseesary shifts from
see eming to another, sod from pa
stein. I. padtioa. With the fiddle
hold I. them by Ake akin and lose•a
sad Isiah the help of his finger
arms, Casson manage. to Om
seemly as much enemas as fortc:..y.
A YOUTHFUL 011111DILL
Mrs. oeureoteso of lows Palls, Is.,
Claims in. Illossod los am
Sortkproot,
• grandmother sett) le the reoord of
Mrs. James P. Carleton. of Iowa fella,
Is., who elates' the distinction ef being
tie youngest fmndmother la the *s-
tirs northwerts ithe is Doren( to he a
great-grandmother by the time she
• 411. •te
Mr sad Mrs. Carleton were mar
rted in Ohio 18 yea:sego, Mrs. Carleton
thing only 11 years old when she was
wooed, wog and lad to the altar by her
ywattiluidiehoolasete. Lase than two
rearmiater. when only Ii mare of age
ike beeame a mother. The tettdeneo
toward misty marriages is the Carnet:la
family was tranantated to tat• dough
tor, and two years ago, at th• age of 14,
as was married. Last week the be-
mime a mother.
Until recently James P. Cans-ton aim
postmaster at Iowa Palle, but a few
mouths ago he and his wife removed to
St. Paul, Minn., where their daughter
mad grandchild reside.
for Illosorittinn flop Nourro.
A promising movement ham been
aarted in Virginia for the benefit of
the negro population. The idea orig.
Meted with Dr. R. E. Jones, of Rich
mood, and several prominent and
weeltly negro.s are associated with
him. The first of the proposed set-
tlements will be established near
Richmond. Flom of ten scree each
will be laid off, and upon mesh will
be emoted a tom-roomed log cabin
of antique style Them plots will be
sold on easy installments plans to
negroes mast one to 'better them-
selves. They will be pivot prastleal
and aymematie inetruotion in farm-
ing, an experienced expert from the
bonito,. at Thamptos being engaged
se Met 
-ember.
Mae a weedintose IrnissoL
• %Mid, remarkable project is re-
mising ettestion among Buirsian en-
gineers. It is proposed to construct
a tunnel under the main abate of the
Caucasus mounceina from a point M
miles meth of Vledlitsvies. The tun-
eel will be U sidles *lout and ecet
ril.000,000. As soon se the Trune-Bi-
beelike railway Is finished. It is
• tau. cisuoulaa tunnel. which
has the warm support of tit, emit
will be emeasemeed. Prom a military
and eommereisl point of view the
work will be of vast important*, as
the only direot communication with
tresseaseeseis from soother'. Buse%
he by an erdimery read bins 'Vieth
setae to Lea.
ilobioselsIs Coke.
A year ago there were MIN puha
Wheelie In Cube. writ 1111,000 gamma
Mew gam" as MOON esbeel did&
esd seer esbeeb beee
- '
1 toPhdta.PUB Hi)
\
iitems I intorniatten te\ t,ltainsr ta
C !nary Deparitssint roma
nemeeent Dudes
—
Aluminum is now basil used es
on:sleety as a mater ml for toilet arti-
ales. it has advantages over alive/
at being light in weight. and never
tarnishing, while it costs it.. and caa
be treated in an equally artistic II.14111.
eer, says Boston Budget.
With a can of deviled ham one can
work wonders sometimes if one has
• reliable cue to toefri.1 "pwribt, eii.
For instance, have a esuall can at it '
uid mix it through two gills of cream
whipped stiffly. Add to this, too, a
rill of consomme in which is die.
solved half blit. °unite or even lees
gelatine. Put this into paper oases
or into littia chins nnia144 and est
in ice for as long a time as Aimee
eery, or longer, and unalsokl when
serving.
OW potatoes should always be
placed over the stove he sold water
end new potatoes in boiling water ,
Let this old potatoes stand in ice war
ter for an hour OT two after peehne
and before cooking.
Epicurean butter is served with
milled meats, eta. 'Po make it, put
two tablespoonfuls of teeth butter
et a small bowl, and mirk into it
thoroughly with the pails* of a sit
mir knife a mixture of cayenne,
nixed herb powder, mimed parsley,
omen juice and mushroom powder.
When this is aecomplished, set it on
the ice, and as soon as solid stamp it
Into dainty pats. Dot these about
the meat in serving.
A delicious sandwich is made by
spreading thin ovals of bread with
equal parts of finely chopped celery
and walnut meats, mixed with
shopped olives end a little may on
anise.
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
trom the stone spirally, as one peels
an apple, being careful not to let ft
break. Then make a tiny ball of the
filling and fold the strip about it. .
Too much baking powder is often
ased in doughnuts and fried drop
takes, causing the dough to burst out
tee very irregular bubbles on the
edge, which soak fat and make the
doughnuts heavy and nnshapely.
• pure cream of tartar baking pow'
Per makes the dough rise slowly, as
the gas is not all liberated simply by
inoi-sture. Therefore, if ;mu would
have the best results, either put the
biscuit into an oven of moderate
rather than intense heat, that they
may have time to rise before a brows
erust is formed, or let them stand
ten minutes to rise, and then pat
them into a hot oven.
Creamed chicken or creamed sweet.
breads may take the pleat of creamed
oysters, and are really more whole-
some and more easily procured. Pardo
boil the sweetbreads and pick them
apart; to each pate allow one can of
mushrooms washed and chopped fine.
Stir them into a pint of cream sauce
Where chicken is used, to each three
pounds of chicken that has been most
sarefully boiled and cut into dice al-
low a can of mushrooms and a pint
If cream sauce.
FASHIONABLE nunwnirrrr.
aftemetem ireaturoo of Waists and
Gowns for linsanospr IlVonsi••••
Season of Irtonnossa.
Apropos of revivals, it may not be
amiss to hint that n meiwn of the
pannier overskirt is persistently
threatened, says a fashion authority.
A gory stunning outing hat for
defamer shows a felt crown and
Straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White waists are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks, and insertions with.
cut numter.
White with a touch of brilliance
lent by Pension embroideries is a
eonnpictioue favorite of the best de
&loners, mei .1.sring bits of contrast
eiake it feature of Parte gown,.
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and handsome
;owns are again made with two or
three of them counted on a eater
heindation for the skirt.
Red 'milks are to enjoy a great
mgue during the coming sCalt•.rt
('hey are either shot with white or
laves an irregular petters. are in
two shades of red, or are iii red anc'
There Is a new China silk which
listitignisliet1 by perpendieninr li-set
if open that, like drawn work, wilt
mem, imererovee design. lhie e
attrnottve with vote 41,0
leen mitten-theme' cliffs of lace, the
'de- titre-tripe with narrow velvet rib
ten In any color desired.
This is to be a season of rufffee
enite a numb., or the new tenet
valets ore made with frills down lb.
'rout, sotneemes a single narrow on'
Pe the edge of the lap, sometimes a
iroad ruffle and sometimes two, rend
lacing oppoeite ways, so full as t-
herm a jebot and concealing the fee
'ening of the bodice.
Keep the Mother Tonna sad Hoppe
This charming power to throw &Way
for the moment the conditions whict
keep us from fun ought not to belong
exclusively to babies. We took out.
ragman liberties with mother's sweet
farm when we lay morn in her arms
old she was the happiest of women it
tionesquence. Is it not a pity the'
through our years of necessary train
Lag we should forget the trick m
playing with her ty the time we as
vowed No girl. I am sure, could pos-
sibly misinterpret me into meaning
that we are to turn sew *cashiers-
Lions into foolish diked*. What I
realty mean is that many matters
would be improved 14 a sense of humor,
aid Its light upon heat and theses..
bre be leoompliab 4 by girls.--/Beies
116 glimase, he WWI Mar Jeumi
wosivitatroi AMAIN WOKE.
flossy 'Mos from in., llomorios at
(.3sorkis la eke United Mame
Railway P.utaI borrioo.
XlMoua ef are complaints'
eowe/days ria staxed financially,
but an army of men in the employ
of Undale Seen sae buidened with a
mentad pretties onboard of, as • re-
cap& extent, in any other country ol
the world. Things that a railway
postal clerk most remember have in-
ert-mod in such ',ethane that one would
thiek emery cell of his brain would
be IiiSe.d with the name of a post office
er railway connection, and the won-
der is that the olerk's mind does not
falter under the pressure. Despite
%tithe heels oases of insanity among
this oleos of public sertants are rare,
says the Chicage Reeord-Herald.
glee Chicago postal clerk maintained
for several years a record of 21,000
cards (which take the place of letters
in examinations) with an average per
sent. of correct deetribution of a frac-
tion over 90 per east. He knew how to
reach that many elitesa in several
states by the shoi teat, quickest retie,
and he knew the correct location of
each ofbes In its este.
A cloak on the New York and Chi-
cago railway pott office must know
the correct location of every .poet
1141e in a group of states made up of
Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, , Indiana..
Minnesota, Soush Dakota and Ne-
braska. In these seven states there
are 12,317 poet off Cell. Not only is the
shark required to be "up" on the pea
eral soleetne, whit h meane the ec.; dct
location of the post offices in each
Mate, bait he must know how to reach
the whole 12,000 post offices from one
or more stations.
A *kirk running between Chicago
and Minneapolis underwent no fewer
than 78 examinations in 15 years.
learning 13,305 offices in 15 different
sections of the United States. In
some of the examinations he was re-
quired to make a Chicago city distri-
bution, which means that while run-
ning over the country at the rate f a
mile a minute he must distribute
ters to the can 'ere of the Chicago de-
livery. He must I. now not only where
every public build mg and leading mea
eintile Louise I. cated, but also how
to divide the nue *hers on • particu-
lar street so thet he can "tie out" his
letters to the correct carrier, accord-
to the route of the latter. This
same clerk made 13 examinations in
len months, with an average correct
distribution of it .88 per cent. In 20
examinations he came out of nine of
them with a clear 100 per cent, each.
Think of such a task, takingbite
consideration the puzzling similarity
of-names that ere used to designate
post Otiosei Ti. m too, must be con-
sidered the fast mat there are hun-
dreds of 011844 weere in each state is
a post *Mee of the same name. For
instanee, in the states named above
there are five poet offlces named Ham-
ilton, six Grants, four Ge.rfields, four
Genoese, four Stnitheilles, boar Spar'
Las and five Jefferson., and so on.
In some instances there is a post of.
Ace of the some name in each of the
seven stated. As one may imagine.
this only tends to confuse the average
mind.
THE MOUNTAIN LION,
be caspaaakre
gelab.:or of mei Tribe-now
to nem
From a story in St. Nicholas we
slip this description of the old-time
mountain lion:
There was a time when the Ameri-
eas mountain loin was one of the
most formidable animals in the world.
The cat is the masterpiece of nature;
eau me mem arra a•sa we. sac IMO 11111
moat terribly armed and powerful of
toe Cat MIIIlly. a Was a compact
mass of hard and tough muscle and
gristle, with ,ibones of Iron, strong
saws, sharp teeth, and claws like
steel peninelfe-lhades. It was
prodigiously strone, lithe, and quiets,
cowered with a mall-coat of loose skin
that was as toneh as leather.- It had
the temper of a demon, and was in-
satiably bLcedthimty. Withal, it had
the proverbial like lives of the cat
tribe.
Against such an animal it wes
hopeless to match dem. It was said,
hi the mbool-bookrrof 40 years ago,
that "three British mastiffs can pull
down a full-grown Asiatic lion." Per-
haps they could; Miethey would have
been sorry of they had tackled a flee
grown American mountain lion of
that time. He Was not to be "pulled
down" by anything; and if he had
been "iplile41 down," that was exactly
the position in which he fought best
With hie back protected by the earth,
and all four fearfully armed pawn fly.
log free, sided by his terrible teeth,
and a body so strong that it could
not be held in any position—well,
when he was "down" was the time
that he was moat "up."
He once was fousd in all the Rocky
mountain regions, from the jaguar
haunted tropical forests of the ex
treme south to the home of the
northern winter blizzard; but be at
Lathed his greatest size and ferocity
on the subtropical plateau of aortle
ern Mexico, New Mexico and Arizona.
These animals are no longer whet
they were. The tourist or hunter of
to-day cannot hoer to Mlle any of the
old-time power or ferocity.
Dilemmas tea Royal Reading.
As his children attained the age ol
ten King Edward had everything con-
earning them which appeared in the
newspapers. pasted into albums, and
these were handed-over to them whet
they reached years of discretion. The
prince of Wiles, however, began at the
beginning, sod each .4 his children
has a volume of oewagaper etittiags
dating from the day el birth—Chle
mare Chreafele „he --
.1,1111.F.•WISDI 0.0.01•111./...11:1.#11M.111.•••••••••
BILK CULTURE PLANE
scivtaxy Wilson to Encourage Dal
velopment of the Industr7.
Will Ask Centres. tor itu,t)Oftior ded
ratrieese of Preliminary Teel and
taveettipasion of What Can Be
Doss* In Vatted states.
Secretary Wilson, of the depipahmend
It agrioulture, is determined to re
are interest in the cultivation of iil
worms -and mulberry loess in the
United States, aed the atm of 310.000,
which he haa reeked congress to give
him to develop silk culture is the
Milted States for a preliminary test
and investigation, will be spent with
a view of interesting every man and
woman in the oouptry who has some
spare time for the workin the planting
of mulberry tram and the care of silk
worms.
if the appropriation atked for is
ranted Secretary Wilson will mem his
s.tteutinn first to the south, on nem te4
of the large amount of cheap :dem
to be proonred there. If the reetrits
hi the south are at all satiefactery
n the men, women and met) the
ehildren will be appealed to by I be g ov-
er nment to lend a hand In establishing
a new industry.
"After congress authorizes the
start," said Secretary Wilson, "I shall
be ready to furnish the necessary sup-
plies to anyone wishing to make the
experiment of milk culture. The work
Is about all done in the spring, and II
my plans carry, by next spring every(
member of congress will have at hid
disposal 60 mulberry trees to be gives
sway to his cionatituents. I think it
likely that I shall eel upon Booker
7'. Washington to help me at the stare
through hie great industrial school
st Tuskegee, Ala. He is ready there
S. take hold of the experiment and
do math in a abort time in educating
the people in silk culture,
"So far as I am concerned, I know
silk (stature can he roadwa success he
this country. People laughed at me
when I said the imet sugar todustryi
would be a encases, but it is a emcees,
and the total yield this year will be
100,000 tons of sugar. We are crow-
ing excellent tea plants in this Nene
try to-day and preparing tea for the
market in an absolutely clean way—
that is, in steel cylinders and without
the tramping of perspiring cheap labor
upon the 1 . The Yankee can sin..
mount almost any obstasle, and he he
niediately- improves almost any idea
or industry be imports.'
WANTS ISLE'S COINS CHANGED
lamas severaer of Bowel. Vivo*
Asnertean Moser for Boo in
Isliatagl.
Authority for the conversion of au
Hawaiian silver coins into correspond
lug coins of the United States and for
the immigration of a limited number of
Mimes laborers conditioned upon
their engaging in sericulture.] pursuits
srehr during their residence in the ter-
ritory and their return ta their own
wintry 'upon muting to he farmers are
tle ceatf tecommnrnea,'nis of H. E.
Cooper. acting taverner of Hawaii, in
his Aeseal repo -t.
Tee prosperity of the ialanes accord-
tee to tee setting governor. depends oa
the auceeteful and economical product-
Lion of auger. "The employment of
Chine.. and Japerem by the plentera"
he says, "never has and never will in-
terfere with either American skilled or
enakilled labor, but if an ample supply
of desirable labor can be obtained it
means million. of dollars spent for ma-
ahlrery, building materials. tools. steel
and Iron and other supplies of Amere,
sem m a nn f 'mai re ."
New Jersey's Pire reed Law.
What is said to be the strictest pure
food law in the United States bee just
gone Into effect in New Jersey. its
enforcement has been intrusted to
the New Jersey board of health. Un-
der it the offloe of Mate dairy com-
missioner has been abolished and his
duties have come under those of the
thief food inspector. Thu' will be,
a large number of deputies scattered
all over the state. Everything that
elan come into use for human con-
sumption as food or drink is included
ender the law. The insrmtion will
even take in canned gouda. It deea
mot matter whether these or anything
else is manufactured or put up out-
side the state or in it, they are liable
to come under the ban of the law if
the analysis to be made from time to
time shows them to be unfit for ha
Glen food.
Mao  Koch Theory,
Positive signs of tuberculosis have
appeared in the cow that was inocu-
lated with germs by rm. George D.
Barney, of Brooklyn. several days
ago. DT. Barney will permit the
signs to become more pronounced
and will then kill the cow and hold
an autopsy. Dr. Barney is now err
Min that be has disproved Dr. Koch's
theory that human tuberculosis eind
bovine hibercnlosis are not intercom
slunk:able. Dr. Barney said last
sight that he had no doubt that the
autopsy to be performed would
prove beyond doubt the fallacy of Dr
Koch's theory.
Prisoners in British ladian India.
No fewer than 587,884 prisoner.
were in the prisons of British India
In 1899-1900—an increase of 92,064
over the number for 1891. Of this
huge total only 114 -535 were females.
Which is a smaller proportion them
la western countries.
Gift of a neteers.
A new form of benefaction to a
dew Ragland town Is that taken la
the sirs of Franc s Sehedl. of New
lark, who ham gives Nerebbi30
lease a steam lertiera
r
eet
- 
; ;urn..
This Week
We are selling one box of Rexall Tal-
cum Powder and one bar of Rexall
Soap Lox 25C.. The regular price
ac and ,oc respectively.
Every Package Guaranteed.
McPHEILSON'S
DRUG STORE
Is
Prescriptions called fpr and deliv-
ered to any part of the oity.
Phones No. igo.
Cot-. 4th and Broadway,
PADUCAH, • KENTUCKY.
Thursday Morning, July 13, raos.
WANT 11
COLUMN I
—
FOR RENT—Three-rsom cottage.
Apply to r.33s Thiwible street
FOR SALE-s-$45 Owen Davenport
folding bed, comparatively new, will
sell cheap. Apply 432 South Fourth
street.
FOR RENT— Nicely furnished
room. Apply 622 Jefferson. Phone
1735.
WANTED—Four lady solicitors.
Apply 3 13. ot. Friday, July 14th, at
Great Pacific Tea & Coffee company.
• ESTRAY HORSE-15% hands,
four years old, bay horse, four white
'feet. Return to Abe Livingston, Pa-
ducah, Ky., and receive reward.
FOR SALE—Combination safe in
- good condition. Call at 129 South
Third street.
WANTED—Gentlemen or lady of
good standing to travel with rig or
by rail. Salary, $1,o72 per year and
expenses; paid weekly and Lo:penses
advanced. Address, with stamp, Jos.
A. Alexander, Paducah, Ky.
FOR SALE—A two-story home
dwelling, seven rooms, lane recep-
tion hall, liot and cold water, good
out buildings, nice yard with sksile.
trees. Wil sell on terms to snit pur-
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
924 North Seventh street. New
phone 14o. 630.
TAKE
Lemon Chill Tonic
For that Tired Feel-
ing, Loss of Appetite,
Nervous Depres s ion
and Spring Fever.
Guaranteed to cure
Chills and Fever. For
sale by All Drug Stores
Price 50c per Bottle.
Electric light Notice.
All bills are (Inc and payable at the
office of the company. 120 Soath
Fourth street. Current will be dis-
continued if bills are not paid on or
before July To.
PADUCAH CITY RAILWAY.
Plumbers Notice.
Bids will be r ceived .on the iith of
July by Dr. Harry Williamson for
fernishing and installing heating plant
and toilets at McKinley school house.
Plans can be seen at office of Supt.
Leib, High school
Paducah Public School Board.
Shampooring, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff aired by electrical treat-
ments. Body massage, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, 431 Jefferson
street.
Laundry Business.
The Home Laundry assures its
totrons that, notwithstanding the
fire of SaturdayAnight, it is prepared
So get out all work promptly and
satisfactorily, and will call for all
work.
Labor Day Privileges.
Bids, in writing, for any privilege
or concessions at Wallace park on
Labor Day, September 4. will be re-
ceived by. the Privilege Ccmunittee.
H. J. ELLERBItOOK, Ch'man.
S. S. HOWELL.Vo'""
CECIL TRO7TER.
Sunday Excursion.
Sunday. July !fah, the Dick Fow-
ler leaves at q a. in. for Golconda, re-
turning at 6 p. in. Fare for the round
trip 50 rents F;rre orchestra aboard.
Every',ody going.
Personal Mention.
Mr. Andy Clark has gone to Mont-
eagle, Tenn., for a three weeks'
stay.
Mrs. Harry Gleaves and chikiren
have gone to Whitesville, Tenn., for
a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Goldsmith, of
Osnaha, Neb., are here visiting their
daughters, MescLamtsi L. A. Urban-
sky and M. Steinfeld.
Mr. Edward C. Gibbons, a banker
of Paris, Texas, is here visiting Mr.
Saunders Fowler.
Editor W. I. Clarke, of Smith-
land, is in the city.
IM.r. Albert Lindsey, the fire insur-
ance adjuster, is here from Jackson,
Tenn.
Dr. William T. Graves left yester-
day on the Clyde for. Dycusburg,
Ky., to be. absent several days on
business. The rhealth department of
the city will be looked after by City
Physician Bass during the absence of
the other.
PER— .
'Capt. E. R. Dutt, the tie man, has
returned from Joppa and Evansville.
!Or. R. P. Williams, of Melbet, was
here yesterday en route to Montana
to reside.
Mr. Douglas /Bagby goes to
Cragge Hope, Tenn.,. Sunday to at-
tend the house party of Miss Tillie
Moore  of Nashville, Tenn. •
:Messrs W. J. and H. W. Hills and
families have returned from a week's
camping at Aim°. Ky., down the N.,
C. & St. L. railroad.
'Mir. P. J. Herrew went to Louis-
ville yesterday after visiting the lo-
cal tobacco market, be representing
the Spaniah leaf concern.
!Miss Mabel Russell, of Dixon, Ky.,
returned home yesterday after visit-
ing 7tise Nellie Rouse, of North
Fourth.
Mr. Haliet Ellis has returned from
Dawson, athere he took the examina-
tion before the state board of phart
macy w'hich met there. He is with
the Hugg drug store.
Mrs. Marie LaNier Magruder and
children, of Woodiville, are visiting
Mrs. Harry Garrett, of North Sixth.
Misses Claire and Elizabeth Bur-
fuellot, of Macon. Ga., will arrive the
last of this week to visit Miss Lillian
Gregory at "Rustic Hr.11."
Manager B. A. Scott, of the Stand-
ard Tie company, rr.A.irned to Detroit,
Mich, yesterday afi,: a business stay
here.
Mrs. Ferdinand Knob*, of Tupelo,
Miss., returner: 'home yesterday after
visiting Mess!ames Louis Bebont and
John Walker
Manager James Bugg, of the Hol-
comb-Lot Tie corny, was in
Murray sesterday on business.,
Miss : ela Stewart, of Shawnee-
town, is visiting Miss Lee Stew-
art.
Miss Grace Williams returned yes-
terday from Ms e 1 d.
Mr. - nd Mrs. James Eaker leave
this r 7ning, for a two weeks visit
in Ba. • oaf.
Mrs. Kate Craig left this morning
for Br meanie and Evansville, Ind.,
to visit.
Messrs. Clyde Stout, Clint Bondu-
rant and Otis Hastings, of Cairo, are
visiting 'acre.
Mr A. 0. Schuler, of Jeffersonville,
Ind.. is visitin - Prof. and Mra. Wm.
Deal.
Mr John I' Hobson is here from
Nfemphia, wh, o• he resides rsave.
Me. William ‘Villiaans, the
went to Gilbertsville yesterday.
Mrs. G 0 Stone, of Ilardwell, is
visiting Mrs. Maggie Ntmerivacher.
Mira. Edward Grouse and children
go to Greensboro, N. C., today to
join Mr. Grouse, who now travels for
the Winstead Medicine company, and
ha,. that city as headquarters.
Mho Myrtle Clover, of Memphis,
was here a few hours yeaterckty while
en route to Murnhysboro, IN., to vis-
it her sister. Mrs Lewis Allen.
Miss Essie Blacknall returned yes-
terday from visiting in Milburn, Ky
'Mise+Blartche Lima Bishop, of Mad-
isonville, is visiting M'rs' W. H. Sugg
of Harrison street.
Mrs. W6 C. Ray, of Bardwell, has
returned home after visiting Mrs. N.
Rullo, of Trimble street.
Hon. John K. 'Hendrick has re-
turned from 4iyvilk.
Lawyer J. Campbell Flournoy went
to Dawson yesterday.
Thesprewident has appointed Will-
iam J. Calhoun, of Chicago, special
c‘nunisioner to investiote the rela-
tions letween Venezsela and foreign
powers, and certain other matters af-
fecting the interests of the United
States and that cOuntry.
Sunday Excursion.
Sunday, July ifith. the Dick Fow-
ler leaves at 9 a. in. for Golconda, re-
turning at 6 p. m. Fare for the round
trip so gents. Fine orchestra aboard.
• rberyllOdy gOing.
AMONG THE SICK.
RI
tages Yesterday.
Cairo, 9.o; tailing.
Glatt' ooga, 5.2; rising.
Ciiac. ti, 16.1; .rising.
Evansvi le, 11.2; rising.
Floreric 4.2; rising.
Johnso Ile, 5.3; %falling.
Lottisvilliit, 6,2; rising
Mt. Carmel, 4.5; rising.
Nashville, 11.2; rising.
Pittsburg, 4.5; rising.
Davis Island Dam, 6.8; rising.
1-ouis, 24.1; rising.
Mt. Vernon 10.5; rising.
Paducah, 15.3; Galling.
The steamer Clyde left la-t evening
for the Tennessee river. She comes
back again next Monday night.
The steamer Kentucky comes out
of the Tennessee river tonight and
lays here until 5 o'clock Saturday cif-
ternioon before skipping away on her
return trip.
The Dick Fowler leaves for Cairo
this morning at 8 o'clock and comes
back tonight at
Yesterday the Joe Fowler got away
for EMsville. She comes baAk to-
morrow.
The John S. 'Hopkins is today's
packet in the Evansville trade.
The Bob Dudley left yesterday for
Nashville. She will come back Sun-
day.
The City of Memphis is due Irp this
morning bound from St. Louis to the
Tennessee river.
The City of 'Savannah is due to
pass out of the Tennessee river to-
day bound back to St. Louis.
The Peters Lee gets to Memphis
today and leaves there tomorrow on
her return to Cincinnati. She gets
here Sunday on her way tsp.
The Rees Lee reaches Cincinnati
tornorrcov arid lays there until Satur-
day afternoon before leaving on her
way back down. She gets here next
Tuesday on her passage Sottish.
Mr. Peter Stanley was able to be
out yesterdhy for the first time since
last week, he having been laid up
with a Bilious attack.
Mr. J. W. Orr, the Third street gso
ctr, yesterday received word from Mr.
Charles Everidge, now of Terrell,
Ark., who steted that the latter's lit-
son took sick with congestion and
was carried to Memphis, ao miles dis-
tant, on a special train for expert
treatment. Mr. Everidge was former
ly bartender at the Palmer bar.
Laic Webster, white, has been
brought here from Horse Branch, Ky.
and placed in the railroad hospital for
treatment. While unloading heavy
steel rails recently, one caught his
arm and crushed mute in such a man-
ner that amputation was necessary.
The infant of Policeman E/ijah
Cross is quite ill at his home.
Judge E. W. Pratt, the coal mer-
chant. is able to be up after a several
weeks' illneU.
Enter Busiitess
MESSRS. REEVES & WILCOX
ENTER THE INSURANCE
BUSINESS.
Mr. Jamets E. English Will Organize
Company for Building Opera
Houses—Other News.
Mr. Robert L. Reeves and Dow
Wilcox have entered the fire insur-
ance business in connection with their
banking duties, as yesterday they se-
cured the agency for the Connecticut
Fire Insurance company of Chicago,
which is one of the largest companies
in the country. Mr. Reeves is presi-
dent of the First Ntatiored bank and
Mr. Wilcox of the clerical force.
Enters Business.
Mr. James E. Erigtish yesterday
moved from The Kettucky office his
office furniture and fixtures to his
suite of rooms in the Fraternity build
ing. He is organizin. . company
that will build opera houses over .he
country for sale.
— —
Invoicing Stock.
Last night Messrs. Taylor Fisher,
Robert Mashell and Harry Rudolph,
appraised the stock at the Henry
Grace cigar and pool room establish-
ment on Broadway near Fourth
street. They were the appraisers se-
lected by _lodge Lightfoot in the
county court to Urventiory the prop-
erty and ets•initate what it is worth,
preparatory to Asaignee James Camp
bell, Jr., selling same.
I • Tobacco Market.About 220 hogsheads of tobacco
I were offered on the market yesterdayand good prioes prevailed.
 s.
—.The doctors report an epidemic
of whooping cough in the city. Sev-
eral deaths have resulted from it dur-
ing the past week.
Card of Thanks.
We wish to thank aii our friends
Who were so kind to us during the ill-
ness and death of our dear mother.
When called upon to meet the sa•rrie
trial may as great kindness be extend-
ed to you.
C L. 000K,
LH !JAN COOK.
A Bargain
Banquet
and
Not
few
Second Sale Begins
Tuesday Morning
ends when the goods are
everyday bargains confined
stocks, but a whole store's
Wonderful Bar am
ARE to be found at GEO. ROCK'S, the oldest
and one of the most reliable shoe merchantlik
in Paducah. Everything in my large and well
selected stock is being sold at actual cost for
cash until August 1st.
Call early and get the best selections.
GEO. ROCK.
321 Broadway, Paducah, K
sold.
to a
met-
LOCAL NEWS
—The rains continue falling daily.
—Miss Pearl Griffin is cflned
her house- on Broackway near Ninth
street with an attack of congestion,
and is quite ill.
—There will be a meeting of the
Woman's Committee of the Y. M. C.
A. at the association rooms, at 4
o'clock this afternoon.
—Di-. J. Q. Taylor was called to
Calvert City last evening to consult
with Dr. Jones regarding sonic per-
son who is' qute ill there.
—Mc. Clem Fransola was conssi-
erably 'improved yesterday, although
quite sick yet. He. is confined at his
room above his secOndshand estab-
lishment on Kentucky ave., between
Second and Third streets, and has
fever and congestion.
—Mayor Yeiser and Mr. Eli Booties
of the Rapidan lodge of Knights of
Honor, have paid Mrs. James P.
Thompson the $2,000 life insurance
held in that order by her late hus-
band.
—Conductor R. A. Abernathy is
still at the railroad hospital for tree*
mem of his firmer he accidentally sent
a bullet through while handling a
Derringer at Water Valley last Sat-
urday. s His wife is lwre from Jack-
ion, Tenn., with hint. The Fulton
papers erroneously publiShed that he
was in danger of losing his hand from
blood poisoning
chandise pruned, cut and price reduc-
ed to such an extent that every stock
beckons you with a host of tempting
offerings. This is a sweeping-out,
clearing
-out, ..stitch-in-time sale—a
getting ready for fall trade.
HARBOUR'S
Department Store
North Third Street
Half block from Broadway.
Not a Word
IN COPIES OF ORDINANCES
ABOUT MUFFLING THE
STREET CARS.
Charges Against City Jailer Evitts
Come Up Tomorrow Night—
Treasurer's Collections.
City Solicitor Edward Pus-year yes-
terday looked over the copies of the
ordlisences sent bin) by the municipal
authorities of both Atlanta, Ge., and
St. Louis, and find* that not a word
exists in same about muffling street
car*. The city officials here want
ordinances adopted muffling the care
of the Paducah City Railway com-
pany, which make an unearthly noise
in going through the streets, and the
solicitor -wrotç to thole two outside
cities for copies of the bills prevailing
there covering the case. He received
what he thought were copies, but
one was about brakes on cars and
the other about a different thing al-
together. Mr. Puryear has now writ-
ten to Richmond, Va., for a copy of
their ordinance, and when be gets it
here and takes some ideas from it, chime.
will draw up the ordinance that will, Young is an attache of the *towboat
apply locally. He did not know sae Fritz which is now lying irs the liar-
St. Louis and Atlanta copies were hot, and the "roman clahn9 he all-
foreign to the needs until dose)), go- vanced to her in the northern portion
ing over them yesterday. of the city and made an immoral re-
quest which she spurned. Consiikr-
able -excitetterit was caused for t
while over the affair, as the woman
told some optioned men and quite a
crowd of them searched everywhere
foe Young with the purpose' of wreak-
ing vengeance on him, but Officer
Moore Churchhill found him and he
was locked 0p before 'anythitig hap-
pened. He acknowledged the 
accusatioO
-
Is Your Appetite Poor?
You need a tonic
--something that will brace you up and make life
worth the living. Good bear is an appetizer. Rightly brewed and prop-
erly aged, there's nothing to equal
BELVEDERE
THE MASTER BREW
It will tone up your general health, give you an appetite like a lion,
make you feel frisky as a young colt, put you "In perfect trim" for work
in recreation. All because it's made from pure malt and hap., with brains
tied in brewing.
Ask For Belvedere, The Master Brew
Paducah Brewery Co.
Paducah, Kentucky.
'""..111111
L. S. DuBois, Prest H. C. Overbey, Vice-Preat. Wei. Hughes, Cashier.
STATEMENT
The Paducah Banking Co.
At Close of Business, Jane 30.
RZSOU C ES
Loans and discounts
Cash and exchange  
Furniture and Fixtures
Bonds
19e5-
$203.070 84
3118'2 75
700 oo
1,000 00
1337.953 59
LIABILITIES.
Capital 
 
 100,000 oo
Deposits 
 
 115,619 23
12,300 oo
Tax account 
 1o00 Oa
Surplus 
 
 
 8,000 oo
Undivided profits .... 834 38
Rediscounts
8437.953 59
Something Doing
CHARLES YOUNG'S DESIRES
GOT HIM INTO SERIOUS
TROUBLE
Man Named Sullivan Paid Frank
Potts' Fine and Both Then Gia
Pulled Again.
Jailer's Charges.
Tomorrow night at 8 e'clock the
alck-rmanic board meets in special
.-ession at the City Hall general as-
sembly 
-chemiser for the purpose of
taking up the impeachment charges
filed against City Jailer Thomas
Evitts, beat him up with a club at
Thirteenth and Clay streets several
weeks ago. Officer Beadles is able
to be up and around the house, and
wilt be at the investigation, but has
not yet recovered sufficiently to re-
sume his duties on the force.
Treasurer Not Busy.
Now since the penalty has gone on
City Treasurer John J. Dorian, ,haisr
not been very busy collecting tgit-
nicipal taxes from the property ow Blind Leads Blind.era, as only 
_several thousand do The liberty from the city lockuphave been taken in since the fir cif ,yesterday of J. Frank Potts was ofAra month. Those paying now have ;only a few horns' duration as heto hear the five per cent. adifitional ;could not rseise the temptation toPot on account of their heir* &lin- get his hide fall of booze again andtient', that ciao.; of people who did SM by the wayside. Tuesday Pottstast pay theirt,first half year's taxes l'ivas arrested for being drunk and wasby July 1St, as prestribial in tbe city fined in the police court yesterday
charter. , morning, A friend of his named Sul-
Charles Young, white, was arrested
yesterday at the instance of Mary
Ferguson, colored, and is now in jail
awaiting triad before Judge Sanders
this m6rning on a disorderly conduct
Trouble With WOwilift.
John Jones, white, was arrested
yesterday by Officers Potter and Gout-
ieux nis the charge of getting into a
fight with Lottie Ladd and tearing
the clothing off her. He gave bond
his appearance.
livan could not rase his acquaintance
lay the penalty out is jail so paid tht
fine for Pcarts and bath left the lon
yesterday morning. "Their return
trip was quickly made, however, as in
the afternoon both were found drunk
together and' each escorted to thee
hall and given lodging down stairs.
4/.
House Broken Into.
Yesterday morning when Mr. Chat,.
V, amen, the pain" contractor, awoioe.
at his home on West Broadway, he--
found his pantaloons missing Search,
for same showed them to be tangier
on the back fence. Investigatiima
:bowed that a burette had broiceioi
to his mom throngh the screen win-
dow and taking his parstis wont
into the yaml, relieved the pockets o
the Po they contained and then tit-ew
the trousers to one side of the prem-
ises and' left.
WHAT CREATES REVOLUTIOX
Gen. Stone' Under Arrest and A
ral Kruger to Resign.
St. Petersburg, July 12.--The ?lash
aslien prints a report) that Lieut. Gen.
Stoessel has been placed (ander arrest
at Tsar,koe-Eielo in cotsequenee of
the revelations made by the coemnis-
flan which hia,1 been investigating th
defense and capitulatios of Port Ar-
thur, and that the sword of honor
donated by a number of French ad
mirers to Gen. Stoesoel will not
presented.
The Ntrshashien also says that Re
Admiral Kruger will leave the servi
on account of alleged incapacity
oosinection with 'Ws treatment of
situation created by the multi
aboard the battkship Knitaz Poia
lone at Odessa.
Another aecuration hag been pr
ferred against the, notional agoicu
tural department it is now Raid th
the tobacco reports boave been to
Pieced with.
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